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The Multi-Use Account from John Deere Financial is an essential financing solution 
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the important things I need to keep my business moving forward — all season long.

Learn more about the full potential of your account at MyMulti-UseAccount.ca
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FARM WEATHER REPORT

Rainfall variations across Ontario

BEHIND THE LINES

A year of change
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For many of us, December is the time to reflect on 
past accomplishments and look towards new plans 
and opportunities. I think this is partially related to 
the seasonal nature of crop production; fall harvest is 
complete and we reflect on what worked – and 
perhaps what didn’t – as we start to shape our 
production plans for 2017. As columnist Dale Cowan 
highlights in his article, after all, now is the time to 
try and place spring seed orders to try to take 
advantage of discounts!

2016 has certainly been a year of change for me. I successfully defended my 
PhD dissertation in agricultural history, finishing off my formal graduate educa-
tion. (But always eagerly looking for the next learning opportunity.) I also took on 
a more active role in the management of my family farm operation. 

The biggest change, of course, has been my move into the role of managing 
editor of Better Farming and Better Pork. The role allows me to combine my 
life-long passions for agriculture and writing. 

While I’ve always been active in the farming community, I’ve been so pleased 
by the kindness and support of our readers. I had a blast earlier this fall, connect-
ing with many of you at Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show, and, more recently, at 
the Ontario Federation of Agriculture’s annual general meeting. 

A number of you, too, have reached out by email or social media to share some 
of your thoughts and suggestions. Ken Grubb, a cash crop farmer, for example, 
suggested the addition of the page numbers on the front cover – which allows our 
busy readers to find articles more quickly. 

Rudy Heeman also kindly shared detailed information on his family’s 
agri-tourism operation, allowing senoir writer Mary Baxter to delve into the 
issue of soaring hydro costs in this month’s main feature. 

So, as we move towards the end of 2016, on behalf of all of us at Better Farm-
ing, thanks for all of your support. We look forward to continuing our discussions 
in the new year – and beyond. BF

ANDREA M. GAL

Overall, Ontario rainfall typically remained below the 
30-year average between May 1 and publication time. 

There were, however, some notable variations 
across the province. At one extreme, the Windsor 
area received 616.9 mm of rain in those 26 weeks, 
versus its 30-year average of 495.2 mm for the same 
timeframe. Of this year’s rainfall, 130 mm fell during 
one event in Windsor. Peterborough, in contrast, 
experienced only 293.4 mm of rain, versus its 30-year 
average of 520 mm. 

The drier weather has hurt crop yields in eastern 
Ontario as well as the Niagara area. 

In Essex County, in contrast, the excess rain delayed the harvest of an average 
to above-average corn crop. The excess precipitation, along with warmer than 
normal temperatures, contributed to ear molds – which caused quality issues and 
some corn downgrading at elevators. 

Winter wheat stands are average to good with some waterlogged fields in the 
southwestern part of the province.  BF

Dale Cowan, CCA-ON, 4 R NMS, is a senior agronomist with AGRIS Wanstead 
Cooperatives. Data from WIN and the Ag Grower Daily Dashboard Program. 
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The DEKALB brand provides you with even more seed 
treatment options for your corn this year.  
Now DEKALB offers almost every corn hybrid with three 
Acceleron® Seed Applied Solutions treatment options; 
fungicide and insecticide*, fungicide plus Dupont™ 
Lumivia™ insecticide, and fungicide only. Having more 
seed treatment options on more hybrids means you 
can focus on choosing the right hybrid for your farm. 

To learn more about the best corn products for your fields, contact your local 
DEKALB® dealer or representative. For a complete list of corn hybrids and 
available seed treatments, go to DEKALB.ca.

#AllSeasonStrong • 1-84-GO-DEKALB • DEKALB.ca

* DEKALB corn hybrids with this seed treatment are Class 12 Pesticides containing clothianidin.

Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Monsanto products are commercialized in accordance with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in 
compliance with Monsanto’s Policy for Commercialization of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity Crops. These products have been approved for import into key export markets 
with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from these products can only be exported to, or used, processed or sold in countries where all necessary regulatory approvals 
have been granted. It is a violation of national and international law to move material containing biotech traits across boundaries into nations where import is not permitted. Growers should talk 
to their grain handler or product purchaser to confirm their buying position for these products. Excellence Through Stewardship® is a registered trademark of Excellence Through Stewardship. 

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Roundup Ready® technology contains genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate, an active ingredient in Roundup® brand 
agricultural herbicides. Agricultural herbicides containing glyphosate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for corn (fungicides and insecticide) 
is a combination of four separate individually-registered products, which together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, prothioconazole, fluoxystrobin, and clothianidin. Acceleron® seed 
applied solutions for corn (fungicides only) is a combination of three separate individually-registered products, which together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, prothioconazole and 
fluoxystrobin. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for corn plus Poncho®/VOTiVO™ (fungicides, insecticide and nematicide) is a combination of five separate individually-registered products, 
which together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, prothioconazole, fluoxystrobin, clothianidin and Bacillus firmus strain I-1582. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for corn plus DuPont™ 
Lumivia™ (fungicide and insecticide) is a combination of four separate individually-registered products, which together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, prothioconazole, fluoxastrobin 
and chlorantraniliprole. Acceleron®, DEKALB and Design®, DEKALB®, Roundup Ready® and Roundup® are registered trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC, Monsanto Canada Inc. licensee. 
Lumivia™ is a trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. Used under license. Poncho® and VOTiVO™ are trademarks of Bayer. Used under license. ©2016 Monsanto Canada Inc

STRONG
ALL SEASON

MORE OPTIONS WITH THE DEKALB® BRAND

http://dekalb.ca/
http://dekalb.ca/
http://dekalb.ca/


SHORT TAKES

Finally, a variety that promises a new 
way to stop parasites in their tracks.

Researchers designed and patented 
a new type of soybean that can fight 
back against nematode parasitic 
infestations, according to a Kansas 
State University press release.

Parasites rely on a certain gene in 
the crop to survive; the new variety 
will silence that gene and, therefore, 
halt nematode reproduction.

This form of defence is “more 
durable and broadly applicable than 
traditional resistance,” Timothy 
Todd, instructor of plant pathology  
at Kansas State, said in the release.

Soybean cyst nematodes are the 
number one biotic limiter on soybean 
yields in Ontario, says Owen Wally, 
research scientist at Agriculture and 
Agri-Food Canada (AAFC).

“The good news is that most of the 

varieties grown in Ontario are 
resistant,” says Wally. “That being 
said, (they’re) not perfect; the nema-
todes can adapt.

“There’s always a need for new 
sources of (nematode) resistance.”

Nematode infestations first 
appeared in Ontario in the  
Chatham-Kent region. Infestations 
have since spread east and west into 
cooler growing regions, says Wally.

Wally encourages producers to 
continue using resistant varieties 
while keeping up with crop rotations 
and adjusting rotation lengths based 
on the degree of infestation. A two- to 
three-year soybean rotation is 
standard in Ontario. Under high 
nematode pressure, however, produc-
ers should introduce a four- to 
five-year rotation, says Wally.

Producers can visually inspect 
plant roots or send soil samples to 
AAFC to determine nematode 
presence or severity. BF

Parasite-fighting soybeans will help producers

A study by University of Waterloo 
(UW) researchers may finally settle 
the question of whether charcoal 
could be a go-to additive to foster 
healthy crops in Ontario.

Biochar is charcoal made by 
burning organic matter at high 
temperatures with low oxygen levels, 
according to a university release.

Maren Oelbermann, an associate 
professor at UW, is leading a study on 
the effects of biochar on soil health, 
carbon sequestration, greenhouse gas 
emissions and climate change resil-
ience. She’s also determining the 
social and economic factors affecting 
farmers’ use of biochar.  

The study was recently funded by 
the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, 
Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA).

In tropical soils – where its use 
originated – biochar increases the soil 
pH, decreases aluminum toxicity and, 
therefore, makes nutrients more 
available for crops.

“However, temperate soils (like in 
Ontario) have a higher pH, higher 
soil organic matter and plant nutrient 
content, high-activity clays and lower 
oxide contents and, therefore, will 
respond differently to biochar than 
tropical soils,” explains Oelbermann. 
“This is one of the reasons why we 
initiated this research trial.” 

Oelbermann said she hopes that 
biochar will increase soil fertility, 
nutrient uptake ability and microbial 
activity. She hypothesizes it may lead 
to healthier crops more resilient to 
drought.

Biochar – if successful in Ontario 
– could lessen nitrogen applications. 
Farmers could even produce their 
biochar from livestock waste, says 
Oelbermann.

“This is a very unique opportunity 
for the province of Ontario as well as 
its agricultural producers. There really 
have been no replicated trials using 
biochar previously in Ontario.” BF

High hopes for biochar in Ontario
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FARMS AND  
FOOD FOREVER

The Ontario Federation of Agriculture (OFA) recently refreshed its strategic 
plan to guide the organization’s activities over the next three years.  
The plan includes a new, simplified mission — Farm and Food Forever.

OFA’s vision for Ontario agriculture includes a world where:

3 Farming is a science based, technologically savvy industry

3 Food and renewable agriculture-based products are produced sustainably

3 Farmers are proud of their role, contributing to and advocating with OFA

3 Consumers are knowledgeable of and engaged with the food system

3	 Nutritious Ontario food is readily available to Ontarians and enjoyed 
around the world

Read the full OFA strategic plan at www.ofa.on.ca

New strategic plan

ofa.on.ca   |      @OntarioFarms  @OFABenefits   |      OntarioFarms   |      OntarioFarms   |      ontariofarms

OFA: 80 years of advocating for Ontario agriculture.

48052_OFA_2016_StratPlan_8-125x10-875BF_a2.indd   1 2016-11-09   22:15

http://www.ofa.on.ca/
http://ofa.on.ca/
http://www.ofa.on.ca/


SHORT TAKES

A new Hydro One farm rapid 
response team will streamline the 
sometimes lengthy and complicated 
process of solving stray voltage or 
other on-farm electrical issues. 

Just don’t expect the team to help 
you figure out your billing issues, say 
those operating the new service.

Introduced in September, the 
team is the result of the combined 
effort of the electrical service 

provider and the Ontario Federation of Agriculture.
“In the past there has always been a bit of a void that  

farmers can find themselves in (with regard to stray voltage 
issues),” says Daniel Levitan, Hydro One director of 
external relations. “That’s what we’re trying to fill with this 
group.” 

The service has a dedicated toll-free phone number 
(1-888-405-3778) and a page on the Hydro One website. 
After contacting the service, farmers complete a one-page 
form and then are put in touch with the stray voltage 
specialist in their area who reviews the problem and does 
testing. 

An engineer from Hydro One’s lines group audits test 
results and provides “a second set of eyes,” says Levitan.

The utility will create a central database of stray voltage 
incidents and solutions to share with others in the sector to 
build knowledge about the issue.

Hydro One receives 150 to 200 calls annually about the 
issue, says Tony VandenBoomen, who manages the team. 
“With the increased awareness and quicker response, I 
believe the number may climb,” he says. BF

A new potato to Ontario markets 
demonstrates opportunities that can 
develop from consumer trends.

The variety, Carisma, is produced 
with diabetic and health-conscious 
consumers in mind, according to 
Len Brackenbury, field manager at 
EarthFresh Foods in Waterdown. 
The potato has a lower glycemic 
response than other starches.

“With Carisma, we’re able to provide potatoes to a market 
that hasn’t been purchasing potatoes before,” says Bracken-
bury. “Potato consumption is falling year after year; this is a 
way we can gain it back.”

EarthFresh is the exclusive Canadian grower, supplier and 
packager but plans to contract other growers. “This, apart 
from the glycemic index, is a good potato. Good skin finish, 
good yields, a good yellow variety,” notes Brackenbury.

“There’s a lot of innovation in the industry. There will be a 
push toward health attributes in potatoes; it’s the latest 
interest.”

This innovation results from consumer education, says 
Vanessa Currie, potato research technician at the Universi-
ty of Guelph. “Everyone along the value chain is interested 
in educating the consumer on varieties and quality.

“The industry continues to be driven by customer 
demand; growers will need to be nimble in trying new 
varieties and adopting new technologies,” says Currie. 

Carisma was developed in the Netherlands, according to 
the EarthFresh website. BF

It’s time for farmers to think about 
planting more onions, says a Univer-
sity of Guelph researcher who is 
spearheading a new method to 
extract the humble vegetable’s most 
healthful ingredient. 

Suresh Neethirajan, principal 
investigator in the university’s 
Bionanotechnology Laboratory, says 
his engineering team’s research shows 
quercetin extractions from certain 
onions can kill colon cancer cells. 

Quercetin is a flavonoid, an 
antioxidant thought to produce an 
anti-inflammatory effect and to 
benefit immune systems.

Neethirajan says the university’s 
extraction process uses superheated 
high-pressure, steam-based water 

technology. Other techniques leave 
behind chemical residues that make 
extractions unfit to use as food 
additives or in biopharmaceutical 
compounds. The university’s process 
doesn’t leave any harmful residues 
behind.

The approach is ready to be taken 
into commercial production, he says. 
“We have established a proof of 
concept. We have a framework,” says 
Neethirajan.

Jason Verkaik, who grows onions 
at his Carron Farms Ltd. in the 
Holland Marsh and is chair of the 
Ontario Fruit and Vegetable Grow-
ers’ Association, estimates Ontario 
producers grow 7,000-plus acres of 
onions. These vegetables supply the 

domestic market for most of the year 
and are also exported along the 
Eastern Seaboard. 

He says demand for onions has 
remained constant but will grow as 
Ontario populations with South and 
Southeast Asian and Middle and Far 
East roots grow. BF

New Hydro One response team New spud offers exciting grower 
possibilities

The onion’s perceived health benefits 
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Sam Bourgeois, Agvocate
Apple Producer  

“We know the work 
we put in to grow

safe, healthy food.
 We’re the ones

 who should
tell our story.”

Be somebody who does something.  
Be an agvocate.

Learn more at AgMoreThanEver.ca.

http://agmorethanever.ca/
http://agmorethanever.ca/


SHORT TAKES

Since the United Nations declared 
2016 the International Year of Pulses, 
it seems fitting that Better Farming 
provides a year-end review of pulse 
production in Ontario. Perhaps 
producers will have reason to incor-
porate these crops into their rotations 
as world-wide demand for these 
plant-based proteins grows.

“Pulse crops include dry beans, dry 
peas, lentils and chickpeas and 
deserve to be celebrated,” says  
Jennifer Mitchell, project coordina-
tor for Ontario Bean Growers. These 
crops “have a low carbon footprint 
and require less water and fertilizer 
than other crops.”

This year, Ontario growers pro-
duced some 60,000 acres of dry beans 
– an average amount of acres for the 
province, according to the Ontario 
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and 
Rural Affairs.

But this season had been a particu-
larly tough one for bean growers, 

resulting in yield losses of approxi-
mately 15 to 20 per cent due to the 
extreme heat and dry weather, 
according to Mitchell.

Amongst a variety of coloured dry 
beans, Ontario farmers mostly grow 
white and black beans.

In terms of other pulses, “field pea 
production is increasing in northern 
Ontario due to an outbreak of swede 
midge in canola,” says Mitchell. 
“Growers needed a profitable, cool 

season crop as a replacement or 
supplement to canola in the rotation.”

The largest markets for  
Canadian-grown pulses include India, 
China, Turkey, Bangladesh and the 
United States. Specifically, past 
drought conditions in India, and 
increased food manufacturing 
demand in China have supplied 
stronger export opportunities for 
Canada, Pulse Canada said in an 
email. BF

Thinking of getting into the poultry 
industry? Now may be the time, 
thanks to the introduction of the 
Chicken Farmers of Ontario’s (CFO) 
Artisanal Chicken Program. 

“Traditionally, there have (mostly) 
been large-scale commercial opportu-
nities,” says Michael Edmonds, 
director of communications for CFO. 
“Our board felt, having reviewed the 
market and looked at requests from 

smaller farmers, there was an oppor-
tunity.”

This first year, the program 
included 100 farmers province-wide, 
according to Edmonds. These farmers 
served a wide array of markets, 
including specialty butcher shops and 
farmers markets. 

“All of these farmers are not new 
necessarily to farming, but are new to 
chickens; they didn’t see an opportu-

nity before,” says Edmonds.
The program aims to provide both 

a market for farmers and products for 
consumers. “We think we met most of 
the goals we were trying to reach” in 
our first year, says Edmonds.

Northern Ontario was one target 
of the program, as the area tradition-
ally lacked chicken farmers, says 
Edmonds. “A large number of farmers 
were able to start up operations in 
northern areas. The farmers (involved 
in the program) are well distributed 
across the province; this is important 
to us.

“We expect the program to grow 
even more next year.”

The program accepts applicants 
who raise between 600 and 3,000 
chickens and have passed an audit for 
food safety and animal welfare 
concerns. 

Interested producers can contact 
CFO to learn more about the pro-
gram and its application process.  BF

Artisanal chicken program 

Spotlight on the International Year of Pulses
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You might think that when nitrogen fertilizer is in the ground, it’s safe. 
Research suggests you need to think again. When shallow banding unprotected urea less 
than two inches deep, researchers found that nitrogen loss due to ammonia volatilization 
can be even greater than unprotected broadcast urea. Protect your nitrogen while 
maintaining the operational efficiencies of side banding or mid-row banding at seeding 
by using AGROTAIN® DRI-MAXX nitrogen stabilizer. Whether you choose to band or 
broadcast, you’ll be confident that you’re protecting your nitrogen investment, your yield 

potential and your return on investment.

Ask your retailer to protect your urea today with AGROTAIN® DRI-MAXX nitrogen stabilizer.

agrotain.com/getthedirt

AGROTAIN® and the AGROTAIN logo are trademarks of Koch Agronomic Services, LLC. Koch and the Koch logo are trademarks of Koch Industries, Inc. ©2016 Koch Agronomic Services, LLC. 643A-1501_AGR_ShallowBand

643A-1501B Shallow Band Ad AGROTAIN 8.125x10.875.indd   1 11/8/16   12:09 PM

http://agrotain.com/getthedirt
http://agrotain.com/getthedirt
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RISINGELECTRICALCOSTS

THE RISING COST OF HYDROELECTRIC 
POWER ON THE FARM

Do farmers get value for their money? Can they reduce costs? 
Better Farming investigates.

Rudy Heeman and his family own and operate the Heeman’s Garden Centre and Strawberry Farm in 
Middlesex County near London. He’s holding one of the family farm operation’s monthly bills. The cost 

of electricity is rising at this farm, as it is across most other farms in Ontario.
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RISINGELECTRICALCOSTS

Heeman’s Garden Centre and 
Strawberry Farm east of 
London paid on average 18.9 

cents per-kilowatt-hour all-in (the 
per-kilowatt-hour rates, delivery, 
regulatory and debt-retirement 
charges and HST) for the electricity it 
received in April 2014.  
 Two years later, the farm was 
paying 24 cents all-in for that same 
kilowatt hour. 

“If this was the cost of hydro, I 
think we could, we would accept” the 
price escalation, says Rudy Heeman. 
He operates the popular agri-tourism 
business his parents started in the 
1960s with other family members. 
“But when we see windmills going up 
and shut down this plant and shut 
down that plant and just waste 
money, that’s when we really (ask), 
‘Why are we paying this?’”

No matter where they are in 
Ontario, farmers are seeing their 
electrical bills soar. Anger mounts on 
the province’s back roads. In Septem-
ber, despite recent announcements of 
provincial measures to reduce hydro 
bills, people attending the Interna-
tional Plowing Match and Rural Expo 
in Wellington County expressed their 
displeasure by booing Premier 
Kathleen Wynne when she appeared 
in the match’s parade. And signs 
calling for the departure of Wynne 
and her federal Liberal colleague 
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau have 
appeared along at least one main road 
in Middlesex County. 

Some businesses, including farm 
businesses, are choosing to take their 
expansions elsewhere. They implicate 
high utility costs in their relocation 
decisions. In January 2015, Leaming-
ton-based NatureFresh Farms, for 
example, announced plans to develop 
a 175-acre greenhouse in Delta, Ohio. 
“Contingent upon acceptable levels of 
incentives from the State of Ohio 
(and) other government authorities as 
well as utility rates agreeable to 
NatureFresh, the company would be 
poised to ship its first case of vegeta-
bles in December 2015,” the company 

said in a news release at the time.
Patrick Jilesen, the Ontario Federa-

tion of Agriculture’s (OFA) direc-
tor-at-large and a Bruce County 
sheep farmer who has close family 
ties to the pork industry, says hog 
producers tell him they will consider 
other jurisdictions when they are 
ready to expand. “The United States 
has a better opportunity right now 
than Ontario when it comes to 
electricity and those kinds of energy 
costs. That’s a huge factor for a lot of 
operations.”

At issue are the peak rates charged 
for power and the added costs of line 
delivery to rural areas. Rates charged 
in off-peak periods are similar to 
rates found in jurisdictions such as 
Michigan and Illinois, Jilesen says. 

Peak demand rates, particularly in 
time-of-use accounts, are there to 
change behaviour when power is 
consumed. Yet, in containment 
livestock operations, “there’s no 
opportunity to make that change, to 
shift that demand,” he says. “In the 
summertime, when it gets warm 
during the day – and that begins right 
away in the morning – those fans 
come on. And there is no opportunity 
for those animals to change their 
behaviour. Quite frankly, it’s almost 
inhumane to do that.”

The launch of Ontario’s carbon 
cap-and-trade system will also drive 
up energy prices even more, he 
predicts. Under the trading system 
that will launch in 2017, gas utilities 
and other large-scale carbon emitters 
must meet certain carbon caps or buy 

emission allowances in auctions. 
Already, gas companies are preparing 
customers for higher bills. Union Gas 
warns on its website of its intention to 
pass the increased costs along to 
customers. 

Few see the recent round of 
provincial measures intended to 
address the problem as comprehen-
sive solutions. “There’s a strong 
faction out there that is still telling me 
the response that it’s too little, too 
late, adding insult to injury, that sort 
of thing,” says Ian Nokes, the OFA’s 
energy and environmental economic 
policy analyst. 

Certainly at Heeman’s, the mea-
sures will produce negligible results. 
A residential rebate of the province’s 
portion of the HST doesn’t apply to 
Hydro One’s general service energy 
account, the catch-all business 
classification that applies to Hee-
man’s. And because it’s classified as a 
general service account, the business 
also doesn’t qualify for the rural and 
remote rate protection program that 
offsets the far higher costs of deliver-
ing electricity to areas of low popula-
tion density. That subsidy, previously 
$31.50 per month, increases to 
roughly $55 a month, Nokes says.

Rural and remote rate protection 
will apply to the 68,260 farming 
accounts that fall under Hydro One’s 
low-density residential classification. 
(Hydro One defines these customers 
as everyone who does not meet the 
terms of urban and medium-density 
zones: those who reside in areas with 
fewer than 100 customers and “less 

by MARY BAXTER

FARM NUMBERS IN HYDRO ONE CLASSES
Class  Number of farm accounts

   Residential – urban     248

   Residential – medium density     7,155

   Residential – low density     68,260

   General service – energy     9,557

   General service – demand     720

   Sub-transmission     12
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agriculture.newholland.com/us

Bob Mark New Holland Sales Ltd. 
Campbellford • 705-653-3700

Bob Mark New Holland Sales Ltd. 
Lindsay • 705-324-2221

Bob Mark New Holland Sales Ltd. 
Sunderland • 705-357-3121

Delta Power Equipment 
Mitchell • 519-348-8467

Delta Power Equipment 
St. Marys • 519-349-2180

Delta Power Equipment  
Tavistock • 519-655-2441 

Delta Power Equipment 
Tilbury •  519-682-9090

Delta Power Equipment 
Watford • 519-849-2744

Ebert Welding Ltd. 
New Liskeard • 705-647-6896

ESM Farm Equipment Ltd. 
Wallenstein • 519-669-5176

Halnor Farm Equipment Ltd. 
Waterford • 519-443-8622

Maxville Farm Machinery Ltd. 
Maxville • 613-527-2834

McCauley Equipment Sales 
Orillia • 705-325-4424

McGavin Farm Supply Ltd. 
Walton • 519-887-6365

Oneida New Holland 
Caledonia • 905-765-5011

Regional Tractor Sales Ltd. 
Freelton • 905-659-1094

Richards Equipment Inc. 
Barrie • 705-721-5530

Robert’s Farm Equipment Sales, Inc. 
Chesley • 519-363-3192

Robert’s Farm Equipment Sales, Inc. 
Lucknow • 519-529-7995

Robert’s Farm Equipment Sales, Inc. 
Mount Forest • 519-323-2755

Smiths Farm Equipment (Jasper) Ltd. 
Jasper • 613-283-1758

St. Catharines New Holland Ltd. 
St. Catharines • 905-688-5160

Stewart’s Equipment 
Erin • 519-833-9616

Weagant Farm Supplies Ltd. 
Winchester • 613-774-2887

HURRY IN – OFFERS END DECEMBER 31, 2016

EQUIPPED FOR A NEW WORLD™

than 15 customers for every kilometre 
of power line used to supply energy in 
the zone.”) 

The subsidy won’t apply to the 
7,155 farm accounts that fall under 
Hydro One’s medium-density resi-
dential class or the 248 farm accounts 
in the residential – urban high-densi-
ty class.

Nor will the Heemans’ business 
qualify for the Industrial Conserva-
tion Initiative (ICI). Under this 
program, businesses obtain price 
reductions if they shift their peak to 
off-peak periods in the province. The 
Heeman operation’s peak power use is 
at night and is already off-peak. But 
to qualify for the program, businesses 
must use on average at least one 
megawatt of peak power, which the 
Heeman farm, even in winter, doesn’t 
come close to using.

Hydro One doesn’t know how 
many farms will qualify for the ICI 
program. The utility “is currently in 
the qualifying period (from May 1, 

2016, to April 30, 2017) which will 
determine how many farms will 
qualify,” says Nancy Clark, Hydro 
One spokesperson, in an e-mail. 

Nokes says he’s worried about 
farms that occupy the general service 
class. There is a danger these accounts 
will slip through the cracks of energy 
reform, he says. 

If the farms use small amounts of 
electricity, they are billed either 
time-of-use or tiered rates. Tiered 
rates charge one price for the first 750 
kWh per month and another price for 
kilowatt hours used over and above 
that amount. Businesses drawing 
more than 50 kW at any time during 
the month also get billed for the 
demand capacity of electricity they 
need, “so those people get billed on 
ensuring that they have capacity no 
matter when they use it,” he says.  

According to EnerNOC’s  
EnergySMART website, “a kilowatt is 
a measure of energy use at a given 
moment, not over time.” In contrast, a 

The digital hydro meter at the 
Heeman farm is unable to 

transmit readings to the utility. 

http://agriculture.newholland.com/us
http://agriculture.newholland.com/us
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kilowatt hour “is, in essence, a 
measure of total energy you use over 
a specific period of time, not at a 
given moment,” the website says. So, 
for example, “a 20-kW load used for 
one hour consumes 20 kWh,” says 
Ralph Winfield, a retired engineer 
and Better Farming contributor.

At the Heeman farm, power use 
sometimes registers below and other 
times above the 50-kW monthly- 
average-demand dividing line. How 
the family is charged – demand-billed 
or two-tier – is estimated annually. 
Differences between projected and 
actual use create adjustment charges. 

The billing approach also creates 
unpredictability in charges. In 2014, 
for instance, the business received an 
adjustment charge of $60,000. Clark 
says a glitch in a new Hydro One 
customer information system, along 
with the prolonged estimates applied 
to the business’s power use, was to 
blame. Both Heeman and Clark say 
the issue is resolved. 

A key to preventing it from 
happening again, says Heeman, is 
regularly calling in the operation’s 
meter readings. (The digital meter 
can’t broadcast readings back to 
Hydro One, he says). Even with 
readings, the adjustments are unpre-
dictable: in April 2015, Heeman 
received a $45,000 bill; he subse-
quently worked with the utility to 
substantially reduce it.

Because the operation sometimes 
strays north of that 50-kW dividing 
line, it can’t qualify for time-of-use 
billing. “That’s not a pricing structure 
that’s used in demand billing,” Clark 
explains.

Heeman says the savings probably 
would be substantial if the farm did 
qualify (when its demand is below 50 
kW), because the greenhouse opera-
tion’s greatest power needs are at 
night when time-of-use pricing is at 
its lowest rate. Tiered pricing does not 
take into account when power is used.

Nokes says he’d like to survey the 
OFA’s membership to determine what 
service types they’re under and what 
their energy profiles look like. He 
wants to identify farms that could be 

able to take advantage of the ICI 
program and businesses like the 
Heemans’ that straddle different types 
of billing. Knowing the farms’ energy 
profiles will help him work with the 
Independent Electricity System 
Operator (IESO) and the Ontario 
Ministry of Energy to come up with 
other solutions.

One such solution could be a 
farm-industrial rate such as one in 
effect in British Columbia that 
exempts farmers from peak rates. 
Moreover, farmers can qualify for the 
B.C. Hydro program simply by 
supplying the utility with a copy of 
their property assessments. Farm 
business registration numbers could 
be used in Ontario, suggest Nokes 
and Jilesen.

“Those people (on general service 
who do what they can to reduce 
power consumption in their farm 
businesses) should get a pat on the 
back and get helped out,” says Nokes. 
“And even if they’re people that have 
an operation that can’t switch to 
night, then we need to make sure 
they’re doing everything they can, 
and then they should get a check box 
too.” 

Just how much of a political will 
there is to address farming’s rising 
electrical rates remains to be seen. In 
the fall, the provincial government 

announced consultations for a 
long-term energy plan that will wrap 
up in mid-December. 

Julie Kwiecinski, the Canadian 
Federation of Independent Business’s 
(CFIB) provincial affairs director for 
Ontario, calls the plan development a 
good step. “But that’s not going to 
help a farmer right now who is 
drowning in his hydro bill,” she says. 
According to the Ministry of Energy’s 
website, the plan will establish 
directions for the province’s energy 
future for the next two decades.

Ministry of Energy spokespeople 
did not respond to Better Farming 
telephone calls and an e-mail.

Organizations such as the OFA, 
CFIB and the Ontario Chamber of 
Commerce have all said natural gas 
infrastructure in rural Ontario will 
help to ease the crisis in electrical 
costs. And in October, the OFA 
announced a partnership with the 
eastern and western Ontario wardens’ 
caucuses to lobby the provincial 
government to begin the infrastruc-
ture development. 

“Our position is definitely that 
natural gas access will help people 
manage their electricity, and actually 
it’s our position that it will help us to 
get to the climate change targets for 
2050,” Nokes says.

He points out that people in 

The forced air furnace to the left is 250,000 BTU. To its right is the 
gas-powered water heater. That little box is 600,000 BTU. “That’s 

heating the water (for the Heeman greenhouse’s in-floor heat) and 
that’s 99 per cent efficient,” says Rudy Heeman.

http://betterfarming.com/
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remote areas who are being encour-
aged to manage their demand may 
turn to generators, and diesel fuel is 

relatively cheap. But the fuel is dirty 
compared to natural gas. “I would 
much rather people have the ability to 

fire up the cleanest fossil fuel possible 
to do that,” he says.

Natural gas proponents anticipate 
that this infrastructure will benefit all 
residents and businesses in rural 
Ontario, no matter their hydro 
account type. As of mid-October, 
however, the province had not yet 
released details of the $230 million it 
had allocated in its budget for loans 
and grants to support gas-line 
extensions. Both of the province’s two 
utilities, however, did have extension 
proposals before the Ontario Energy 
Board.

And it will take years to get natural 
gas infrastructure in place. A farm 
industry rate, by way of contrast, 
could be faster to implement and 
could ease the costs that farms like 
Heeman’s – already on natural gas – 
incur on general service accounts. 

Convincing decision makers far 
away from the farm community about 
the rate’s appropriateness will take 

If you used $100 worth of electricity in 2015, then you 
spent only $23 of your usage on the actual cost of the 
electricity. So what was the remaining $77 spent on?

The global adjustment, says Julie Kwiecinski, the 
Canadian Federation of Independent Business’s provin-
cial affairs director for Ontario.

Hydro One describes global adjustment as either “a 
credit or a charge to the customer to account for the dif-
ference between the spot price of electricity and the 
rates paid to various regulated and non-regulated 
generators across Ontario.” Among those “various 
regulated and non-regulated generators” are nuclear 
plants and hydroelectric generating stations, as well as 
contracted power generators such as renewable energy 
facilities and gas-fired facilities. The adjustment also 
covers the cost of delivering conservation programs.

Everyone pays the global adjustment. For those who 
use more than an average of 50 kilowatts a month and 
are on demand billing, the global adjustment appears 
as a separate line on the bill. For those who use less 
power, the adjustment is built into the per-kilowatt-
hour time-of-use or tiered rates. 

In a 2015 report, the Ontario Chamber of Commerce 
claimed medium-sized businesses that use an average 
hourly peak demand of more than 50 kW a month but 
less than three megawatts bear the brunt of this 

adjustment. At that time, three MW marked the point 
that divided demand-billed customers into categories 
of Class A (above three MW) and Class B (everyone else). 
In September, the Ontario government reduced the 
minimum qualification for Class A to one MW peak 
demand. 

Class A customers can qualify for the Industrial 
Conservation Initiative which reduces their share of the 
global adjustment when customers shift their peak 
demand to the province’s off-peak periods. 

“In theory, that benefits everybody because Ontario 
as a whole, when they look at the market, they now see 
that as a whole Ontario’s peak has gone down a bit,” 
says Ian Nokes, the Ontario Federation of Agriculture’s 
energy and environmental economic policy analyst. “So 
if everybody could manage his or her peak use, then 
our overall peak goes down. And if it goes down, then 
that means we don’t have to have as much generation 
on the go (or) generation in the queue.”

But the reality, the chamber report asserts, is that a 
higher percentage of the global adjustment ends up 
being paid by Class B demand-billed customers. 

Nokes says he’s concerned that many farm opera-
tions in the general service category are vulnerable to 
the impact of global adjustment. “I don’t want it to end 
up that our farmers are left in the dark,” he says. BF 

The trouble with global adjustment

RISINGELECTRICALCOSTS

An example of the water lines for the in-floor heating system 
at the Heeman greenhouse operation.

mailto:andrea.gal@farms.com
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Find the Source Water  
Protection Map at ontario.ca/ 
page/source-protection

With support provided by

Not sure if your storage or use 
of pesticides and fertilizers is 
near a municipal well? If you 
are a property owner, custom 
operator or renter, your local 
Conservation Authority has 
maps that show areas around 
municipal wells and surface 
water intakes that require 
protection. Risk management 
plans or restrictions may be 
required in limited areas for 
application or if storage 
exceeds certain volumes.  
Risk management officials  
will work with you to help you 
understand mapping and, if 
required, to develop practical 
and effective ways to reduce 
risk to the local drinking  
water source. 

Pesticides, Fertilizers 
& Our Drinking Water

numbers to quantify the benefits, 
Nokes says. “I can’t just go to them 
and say, ‘Give farmers a (lower) rate’ 
because that means everyone in 
Toronto gets a slightly higher bill.” 
The provincial government would 
face bad publicity.

How much a utility like Hydro 
One can do on its own about situa-
tions like the one that the Heeman 
family finds itself in also remains in 
question. 

Clark says the utility’s next steps 
would be to clarify how the business 
is billed and talk to the family about 
its future needs and what can be 
done. 

Changing rates, however, is 
beyond Hydro One’s control. Those 
are set up “with the (former) Ontario 
Energy Board (now IESO),” she says. 
So is the approach to demand meter-
ing? 

Asked if the utility is able to talk to 
the IESO about the type of situation 
the Heemans find themselves in, 

Clark says she would “have to take 
that back and look into it for sure. I 
know that is something that does 
come through both policy and 
regulation from the Ontario Energy 
Board.”

Nevertheless, even if a 50+ kW 
peak draw comes only once a year, 

someone has to pay. “That’s where 
demand billing comes in,” she says. 
“(Customers are) billed for both 
consumption as well as their highest 
peak because we need to have that 
electricity infrastructure in place to 
be able to deliver that power to them 
for that highest peak usage.” BF

The Heemans recently installed a heat exchanger on their main 
retail greenhouse.

mailto:andrea.gal@farms.com
http://ontario.ca/
https://www.ontario.ca/page/source-protection
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We started drying corn and 
other grains on Ontario 
farms in the 1960s, primar-

ily to avoid elevator lineups at harvest 
time. At that time, most farm electri-
cal services were not large enough to 
power the most common standard- 
type batch grain dryers. These 
relatively small, usually round batch 
dryers were frequently powered by 
the PTO of a farm tractor.

In rural areas, propane (liquid 
petroleum gas or LPG) was most 
often used to heat the drying air. Two 
additional items were regularly 
included in these drying systems. A 
plywood- or tarpaulin-type enclosure 
was placed around the tractor to add 
the tractor heat (but not the tractor 
exhaust) to reduce propane used by 
the dryer. The other item was a set of 
Murphy gauges which were installed 
on the tractor to shut it down if the 
oil pressure dropped or the engine 
overheated. The extended air intake 
around the tractor to collect heat also 
had the benefit of reducing the entry 
of “red dog” into the dryer and 

significantly decreasing the risk of fire 
in the dryer plenum.

The dried grain, primarily corn, 
was stored in small 2,000 – 5,000 
bushel steel bins to feed livestock or 
for later sale.

In the 1970s, higher amperage 
services became available on most 
farms. Thus, up to a 25-horsepower 
(soft-start) or a 15-hp regular motor 
could be used on a single-phase 

service. The soft-start motors, which 
provided a lower startup torque, 
could easily start dryer fans. Hydro 
was relatively cheap, and this concept 
worked very well for most on-farm 
systems. Many farms did not have 
three-phase power available that 
would allow them to exceed that 
25-hp limit.

Customers were billed once their 
total electrical demand exceeded 50 

Electrical energy for grain drying

by RALPH WINFIELD 

THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS 
A LEMKEN RESISTANT WEED! (800) 488-0115  |  www.LEMKEN.ca

This large engine/generator (alternator) system effectively and 
efficiently powers a high throughput screen-less dryer. 

On-farm options for corn drying have evolved significantly in the past 50 years. Now, due to high 
electricity costs, some farmers opt for combination systems. 

http://www.lemken.ca/
http://www.lemken.ca/
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kilowatts (kW). Thus other activities could also be 
accomplished without incurring a demand charge. 
Aeration fan motors on those small bins were usually not 
more than two hp. If the electrical demand exceeded 50 
kW, charges would only be applied for one month, as the 
meter reader reset the demand indicator during the 
regular monthly visit.

If on-farm drying systems did expand to effectively 
become commercial drying systems, three-phase power 
was a must. The drying system could be strategically locat-
ed adjacent to a three-phase line or, with a capital contri-
bution, three-phase lines could be extended to the desired 
farm site.

The cost of hydro
Up to the early 2000s, electrical energy was relatively 
cheap, and many relatively large on-farm drying systems 
appeared in Ontario. By 2010, the cost of extending 
three-phase service and the cost of electrical energy in 
Ontario increased significantly.

The option of generating electrical energy with natural 
gas as the engine/generator fuel needed consideration. 
One of the largest installations that I am aware of is in 
western Ontario. When a high-capacity screen-less type 
dryer was installed in 2009, a dedicated large V-12 natural 
gas engine which produced about 870 hp and powered a 
600-kVA (kilovolt amp or about 500 kW) generator, was 
attached. This combination system directly provided all of 

the electrical energy for that large screen-less dryer. All of 
the engine waste heat, as well as the exhaust gases, was 
directed into the air stream to the grain dryer to maximize 
energy efficiency.

This concept is not unique. As hydro rates continue to 
increase, along with the high delivery charges, many 
potential on-farm dryer operators are being encouraged 
by equipment suppliers to consider this type of combina-
tion system. However, many of these systems would be 
much smaller and could be wired/controlled so that the 
power system could also be used as a standby power 
system for the entire farm in the event of an outage or for 
use during the on-peak billing times.

It is important to note that these power systems cannot 
be used to feed the power grid. They would need to be 
synchronized and do not meet the requirements of 
Ontario’s Green Energy Act. However, gas-fired electrical 
generation systems have been used for many decades as 
“peaking plants” by electrical power suppliers in Ontario 
and elsewhere.

Grain drying and handling progression
In the 50 years that I have been involved in grain drying 
in Ontario, many changes have occurred. As I noted 
earlier, the first on-farm grain drying appeared to help 
farmers avoid those persistent lineups at the local small This older batch-type dryer that is PTO-powered 

by a tractor is still in use.

http://www.aghs.ca/
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commercial elevators. The “dryera-
tion” process developed at Purdue 
University was among the first to be 
field tested in Ontario.

Hot dried corn was removed from 
the dryer when the moisture content 
(mc) measured between 16 and 18 
per cent. Then the corn filled one of 
three tempering bins, usually con-
crete silos. The grain sat for about 
eight hours before a relatively large 
fan output of 0.5 cubic feet per 
minute (cfm) per bushel was blown 
up through the corn to remove the 
two-to-three points of moisture and 
cool the grain. That corn then had to 
be moved to another dry bin so the 
tempering bin could be reused.

Dryeration provided a high-quality 
output but required careful monitor-
ing and an additional handling of the 
corn at a very busy period. New 
continuous flow dryers with a 
tempering section between the drying 
and cooling sections basically took 
over.

As fuel costs continued to rise, the 
concept of reclaiming the heat from 
the cooling section became popular 
and was very effective. However, the 
red dog released from the dry corn 
could be passed directly into the 
drying section through the burner. 
This fire hazard had to be eliminated 
by providing a settling chamber for 
the red dog. The collected red dog 

could be taken to the field in a 
manure spreader, which eliminated 
the product from the drying area.

The next major progression was 
the introduction of screen-less dryers. 
They solved two major issues. Previ-
ously, corn over-dried when it flowed 
along the hot inside dryer screens. 
This process resulted in broken 
kernels and excessive unsaleable fines. 
Screen-less dryers solved these 
problems.

These screen-less dryers operated 
on a batch drop system. The airflow 
was stopped temporarily, and the red 
dog could be collected and diverted 
to a special bin for disposal.

Handling changes
It was often very difficult to convince 
a person who was planning to build a 
first drying system to (a) move the 
system away from the old livestock 
buildings on the site and (b) make 
provisions for the eventual inclusion 
of a leg elevator. 

I still recommend both. Virtually 
every drying setup now has a large 
dump pit and at least one high-capac-
ity leg elevator.

High-rate grain-handling capabili-
ty is an absolute must to eliminate the 
pesky elevator lineups that plagued so 
many of us in days gone by!

In addition, that high-capacity leg 
elevator can also greatly reduce 

load-out times for the grain trains 
moving dry product outbound.

One final thought
Would you have ever visualized a 
200-hp motor on a leg elevator? They 
do exist and not just on the high-ca-
pacity elevators used to load and 
unload ships! BF

New large-diameter (high-
capacity) grain bins require four 

20-hp fans just for aeration to 
maintain the desired grain 

temperature. 

http://www.huskyfarm.ca/
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Unique eastern Ontario livestock operation
After the sale of their Ayrshire cattle and quota, water buffalo seemed like an ideal business venture for 
this farming couple. 

by JOE CALLAHAN 

After eastern Ontario dairy 
farmer Martin Littkemann 
accepted an unplanned offer 

to purchase his herd of Ayrshires and 
accompanying quota in 2008, he was 
faced with a major question: what’s 
next?

The answer emerged when his 
brother and a friend, in separate 
conversations, suggested farming 
with water buffalo. When Littke-
mann’s partner, Lori Smith, coinci-
dentally mentioned reading a maga-
zine article about this type of 
livestock, they decided to investigate 

the idea thoroughly. The couple even 
made a trip to Italy, where they 
completed a two-week intensive 
course on farming with water buffalo. 
Ultimately, the couple established 
Ontario Water Buffalo Co. 

Located north of Stirling, the 
company now has a staff of six, plus 
Littkemann and Smith. Ontario 
Water Buffalo Co. has about 500 head 
of mostly Mediterranean water 
buffalo. It ships milk to Quality 
Cheese in Vaughan for processing 
into a variety of cheese products, and 
the buffalo meat is butchered and 

packaged locally. Both the meats and 
cheeses are sold at the Buff Stuff store 
on the farm.

“We don’t want to be the biggest,” 
says Martin. “Our mission is to 
produce the best bred water buffalo 
using the best methods available.”

And the best methods seem to 
include nurturing an uncommon 
intimacy with their animals. If you 
mingle among the herd of buffalo  
at Ontario Water Buffalo Co.,  
you’ll be greeted by what appears  
to be a mixture of curiosity and  
friendliness. BF

Water buffalo grazing in the meadow at Ontario Water Buffalo Co. According to 
Encyclopedia Britannica, there are “74 breeds of domestic water buffalo.” In total, 
according to the American Water Buffalo Association, there are approximately 
180 million water buffalo in the world, about 100 million of which are in India. 
Italy serves as a primary source for North American water buffalo, as well as 
breeding and technology expertise because the regulatory environment is 
similar to Canada’s. Most of Martin Littkemann and Lori Smith’s herd are Italian 
Mediterranean.

Lori Smith with Yvette, the 
farm’s mascot. Littkemann and 
Smith take Yvette to festivals 
and shows to demonstrate the 
friendliness of water buffalo. 
“People who believe you 
shouldn’t name your animals 
shouldn’t work with water 
buffalo,” says Smith.
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Caitlin West, herd manager, hoses down 
equipment in the milking parlour after 
morning milking. 

Darrien Moore beds down calves, some of which 
are just days old. Moore is training to be the calf 
manager.

Erin Joron cleans 
the udders of the 
water buffalo in 
advance of the 
twice daily  
milking. The new 
milking facility  
was installed in 
June 2015.

Lori Smith milking water buffalo. Smith 
manages the milking and the Buff Stuff 
store, while her partner, Littkemann, 
manages the crops and maintains 
the equipment. They both share the 
management of the numerous and 
unpredictable day-to-day responsibilities.

Jeffrey Smith feeding the young water buffalo. Jeffrey, Lori’s son, 
recently returned to the farm to “help out.” He has become both 
Littkemann and Lori’s right-hand man.
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Erin Joron (left),  Martin Littkemann (middle), and Darrien Moore 
discuss a member of the herd that Joron and Moore feel is 
behaving in an unusual way and in need of attention. 

B’Elanna 
in the yard 
at Ontario 
Water Buffalo 
Co., north of 
Stirling.

According to Littkemann, customers showed up regularly 
at the family’s back door, asking about buffalo meat and 
cheese products. It became obvious there was a solid 
business opportunity in opening a retail outlet. The Buff 
Stuff store opened in the summer of 2014 and is operated 
for regular weekly hours under the watchful eye of 
Vanessa Shorey. Here, Shorey shows some of the store’s 
cheese products.








Left to right, Erin Joron, Caitlin West, Lori Smith, Martin Littkemann, Darrien Moore, Jeffrey Smith, Vanessa Shorey, 
and Derek Bauman with Alfalfa (the water buffalo). Alfalfa may be Yvette’s understudy as the farm mascot because she 
insisted on being part of the group photograph.
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ALUS

M &R Orchards, just west of 
Tillsonburg in Elgin 
County, possesses all the 

hallmarks of a differentiated farm. 
The Michels who operate the farm’s 
100 acres sell apples from their 
orchard; they sell apple cider and 
vinegar, fruit baskets, gelato, honey 
and even honey fennel cough syrup 
from their roadside store.

But the farm varies in another way: 
the Michels are involved in a contract 
with ALUS Canada (Alternative Land 
Use Systems) which provides them 
extra income.

ALUS is a growing not-for-profit 
organization that rents farmland from 
farmers. The land is then retired and 
dedicated to environmental protec-
tion and conservation. On the 
Michels’ farm, the ALUS projects 
include the instalment of a hedgerow 
along the farm’s roadway, two pollina-
tor strips for bees and the redevelop-
ment of a historic wetland. The 

projects occupy 7.5 acres, are inte-
grated into the farm’s operation and 
are positioned on marginal land.

ALUS has been steadily growing 
over the past 10 years as farmers like 
the Michels see the benefits of the 
extra funds that come from the ALUS 
relationship and become more 
conscious of the need for conserva-
tion. 

Large producers have also taken 
advantage of ALUS deals. In Norfolk 
County, a 10,000-acre cash crop farm 
hosts ALUS projects. Farms small and 
large, then, have made agreements 
with ALUS, allowing the organization 
to expand.

ALUS gets the funding for such 
projects from several different 
sources. Some grants come from 
government agencies such as the 
Trillium Foundation. But ALUS’s 
major sponsor has been the W. 
Garfield Weston Foundation, a 
charitable organization that “supports 

innovative approaches that preserve 
and restore natural spaces,” according 
to its website. 

The grants have made ALUS into a 
substantive organization. ALUS 
works with 722 farmers and ranchers 
nationwide in 19 ALUS chapters. 
ALUS projects can be found in 
Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario, P.E.I., 
Quebec and Saskatchewan.

ALUS is now set to develop further 
– into new communities and through 
new fundraising mechanisms. 

Background: The ALUS-farmer 
relationship
The relationship between farmers and 
ALUS is straightforward. Farmers 
make a five-year contractual agree-
ment with ALUS to retire marginal 
agricultural land. In turn, the farmers 
are paid an income for the land itself 
and for their efforts to maintain the 
projects. 

The labour required for upkeep of 
the projects is minimal, says Alyssa 
Cousineau, program coordinator, 
ALUS Elgin County. For example, 
upkeep is often as easy “as mowing it 
once a year.” The payments from 
ALUS to the producer consider the 
labour required to maintain the 
project as well as the land itself.

Before all that can happen, ALUS 
has to place a partnership advisory 
committee (PAC) in a specific 
community. Dave Reid, ALUS hub 
manager, Eastern Canada, notes that 
every ALUS community has a PAC. 
It’s central to the organization’s work 
in local communities. 

An ALUS PAC comprises both 
producers and local leaders, says 
Reid, as well as “agency folk” such as 
OMAFRA and conservation authori-
ties. In some ALUS communities, the 
latter groups have voting rights and 
in others they don’t.

Often, a PAC is developed follow-

Go ask ALUS
ALUS Canada has been growing quickly over the past 10 years, and it is now on the verge of further 
expansion. Better Farming takes a look at the organization at this critical juncture. 
by NICHOLAS VAN ALLEN

The Michel family of M&R Orchards has been working with ALUS 
on several projects. ALUS has established at M&R a hedgerow along 

the farm’s roadside, a redeveloped historic wetland and two 
pollinator strips.
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ing a meeting of interested communi-
ty members who need to show 
“ongoing commitment” to ALUS, says 
Reid.

One of the first ALUS projects 
grew out of just such a stewardship 
meeting, which took place in late 
2001 in Norfolk County. By 2004, the 
Norfolk group had published a 
proposal for a pilot project, which 
spawned further expansion in the 
county. ALUS Canada is built on this 
Norfolk model. 

What makes the projects success-
ful, Reid says, is that they differ from 
any other conservation program. 
Farmers maintain their own land, 
“which they know best.”

Challenges
ALUS has faced some difficulties as it 
has expanded. 
 One such issue arises from the rela-
tionship between farmers, who own 
the land, and ALUS, a third-party 
group which requires access to it.

In March 2009, for example, 
Ontario Pork sent representatives to 
an ALUS Alliance meeting, and the 
Ontario Pork environmental commit-
tee later considered the ALUS 
program.

“Although the general principles of 
the program were encouraging, the 

Committee had some reservations,” 
says a statement secured from Sam 
Bradshaw, Ontario Pork’s environ-
mental communications specialist.

In particular, Ontario Pork was 
concerned about “third party involve-
ment on producer land,” the state-
ment reads.

Other farmers might have similar 
reservations when they consider 
making a deal with ALUS. An ALUS 
project, for example, allows ALUS 
program coordinators or farm 

liaisons to visit a farmer’s land to 
monitor the projects. Usually the 
visits occur once a year, Reid notes, 
but other projects, like those at M&R 
Orchards, require more frequent 
inspections. 

However, Dave Reid notes that 
farmers need not worry about 
working with ALUS. Farmers are not 
being regulated by ALUS, he says, 
since contracts are “voluntary, and 
farmers can quit at any time.”

If farmers back out early in the 
project, they would have to repay the 
start-up costs to ALUS, but such 
occasions are rare. 

Additionally, since ALUS  
community groups start up the 
projects themselves, they have some 
control over the system itself. 

Reasons for success
Despite encountering such speed 
bumps along the way, ALUS has 
expanded as farmers notice the 
benefits that the projects bring to 
their communities.

Farmers often find that after the 
instalment of an ALUS project on 
their land they develop a new sense of 
awareness of wildlife and the environ-
ment, Reid notes. 

Even if they acquire just a one- or 
two-acre project, farmers will undergo 
a mindset change, and they will begin 

ALUS redeveloped a historic wetland, which had previously been 
filled in, at M&R Orchards. The wetland is now home to native flora 

and fauna. 

M&R Orchards has two pollinator strips (occupying 1.5 acres total) 
developed by ALUS, on which native species can be found. This strip 

features Indian grass, brown-eyed Susans and big bluestem, 
among others.

http://betterfarming.com/
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to notice the environment around 
them in a new way. They may, for 
example, recognize a bird species that 
might not have been on their land 
before. 

Farmers also find, Reid says, that 
the projects make their farms “more 
resilient to extreme climate changes.” 
So farmers not only get the incentive 
of income from ALUS, but also can get 
monetary benefits from environmen-
tal stability.

As more farmers experience 
positive results from the projects, 
ALUS spreads. According to Cousin-
eau, ALUS Elgin has expanded. Word 
of mouth is one of the keys to the 
organization’s success.

Cousineau carefully notes that 
many ALUS communities limit the 
amount of a farmer’s land that ALUS 
takes on. ALUS Elgin, for example, has 
a “20 per cent rule of thumb.” ALUS in 
Elgin will not occupy any more than 
20 per cent of a farm’s arable acreage. 
The rest, she comments, “stays in ag.”

ALUS does not desire to replace 
farms with conservation projects; 
instead, ALUS works with farmers to 
integrate conservation projects into 
their land and farm operations.

ALUS’s future goals
ALUS is now working to expand into 
new communities and to diversify its 
fundraising.

At the Royal Agricultural Winter 
Fair, ALUS Canada and representa-
tives from the W. Garfield Weston 
Foundation announced that ALUS will 
not only expand into Nova Scotia, but 
that the group will also begin rolling 
out a new funding mechanism which 
they call “The New Acre™ Project.” 

According to a press release, The 
New Acre Project “will allow individ-
uals and organizations to contribute 
to the ALUS program and obtain 
quantifiable environmental outcomes 
in return.” 

ALUS’s goal: to empower “ordinary 
Canadians to make the difference 

they want to see in the world.”
In other words, ALUS will encour-

age Canadians to sponsor ALUS 
projects. This fundraising mechanism 
will allow ALUS to continue growing 
as an organization.

ALUS hopes that by the end of 
2017 the organization will expand 
from 18,000 acres dedicated to ALUS 
projects nationally, to 25,000 acres.

ALUS in your community?
Because ALUS seeks to expand, it is 
likely that farmers may consider 
taking on an ALUS project in the 
future. 
     Right now in Ontario, for example, 
ALUS is laying the groundwork for 
expansion into Peterborough and 
Chatham-Kent.

ALUS, though, only comes to a 
new community at the farmers’ 
request. If farmers would like to be 
involved with the organization, and if 
the organization’s goals are right for 
them, all they have to do is ask. BF

Alyssa Cousineau of ALUS Elgin County describes the compass plant. 
This native species now grows beside the redeveloped wetland. The 

plant is so named because its leaves always face north and south. 

http://betterfarming.com/
http://www.hdc.on.ca/
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ONCEADAYMILKING

K arl Meyer, a Bavarian farmer, 
became a TV star overnight 
when the local television 

channel discovered that he’d been 
running a successful milk production 
business for six years despite putting 
his 60 Simmental milkers through the 
milk stand only once per day. 

He astounded farmers throughout 
southern Germany and Austria by 
telling the program Unser Land (Our 
Countryside) that business income 
actually remained the same as most 
twice-a-day milking enterprises, even 
though his cows only produced about 
half the national 9,000 litres lactation 
average. Meanwhile, the leisure time 
for Meyer and his family increased by 
two or three hours per working day.

True, Karl Meyer also changed 
from year-round calving to block 
calving for the whole herd in fall. This 
change also reduced his labour input. 
And he switched to organic milk 
production, a change that increased 
his income from 44 Canadian cents 
per litre to 70 cents per litre.

But he maintained his profit per 
cow mainly by stopping all feed 
purchases. His cows now get through 
the year more cheaply on a diet of 
homegrown grass, hay and silage. 
Meyer also reckons that his once-a-
day (OAD) milking routine, coupled 
with lower feeding levels, contributes 
to better herd health. The productive 
lifetime for his cows looks like it will 
be longer, he says.

Producers seeking to cut labour on 
the dairy farm already have the 
alternative of robotic milking. But 
this demands substantial investment, 
and plenty of farmers want to main-
tain the hands-on approach. Are 
other dairy-herd owners attracted to 
Karl Meyer’s OAD approach? Well, 
maybe not so many in Germany. But 
cross the English Channel to Britain 
and Ireland, and plenty of farmers 
practise the OAD milking routine.

Improving lifestyle was the main 
reason that Nathan Pryor, a dairyman 
in England’s southwest, changed from 
twice-a-day (TAD) to OAD milking 
back in 2008 for his 340 head of 
Holsteins. Speaking at a British 
Grassland Society conference four 

The appeal of once-per-day milking
Milking just once every 24 hours cuts milk output per cow. But the strategy also slashes production 
costs and seems to produce longer-living, healthier cattle as well as more free time for milkers. 
by NORMAN DUNN 

Bavarian TV U
nser Land photo

Karl Meyer’s Simmental cows receive no bought-in feed. They produce an average 4,500 litres on a 
low-input forage-only system with once-per-day milking. Meyer earns the equivalent of 70 cents per litre. 

mailto:andrea.gal@farms.com
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years after he started, Pryor recalled 
that he wanted to spend more time 
with his young family. So OAD was 
introduced, and the young farmer 
found he had hours of extra time 
every day. The time was indeed spent 
with the family but also on crucial 
management reviews, which nearly 
always paid dividends. 

But there was more good news. 
The change to OAD improved cow 
body condition, health and fertility, 
Pryor reported. For instance, when he 
used the former TAD routine, an 
average 12 per cent of his cows were 
still empty 12 weeks after their first 
insemination post-calving. He told 
the Grassland conference that, after 
changing to the new milking regime, 
this figure had leveled out at six per 
cent of his cows still empty 11 weeks 
after their first insemination 
post-calving. Pryor block calves his 
herd and nowadays manages to calve 
50 per cent within 14 days in spring 
– and 85 per cent within six weeks. 
This level of performance is achieved 
without any heifer synchronization!

Another bonus box ticked by this 
farmer is the attraction of OAD 
milking for young staff members. He 
says the afternoons are now free for 
milkers. For youngsters who regularly 
train at the gym to take part in sports, 
this lifestyle attraction is valuable; 
they had to forget about it in the past. 
Result: Pryor’s milkers and cow 
managers stay longer in their jobs. 
Administration and herd manage-
ment are therefore more consistent 
and efficient, he finds.

While improved breeding perfor-
mances and cow health are useful 
advantages, the crucial point lies with 
the financial aspects – in other words, 
with the bottom line. Before Nathan 
Pryor changed to OAD milking, his 
herd averaged a modest 4,200 litres. 
He told the conference that the first 
year of single milking saw output per 
cow plummet to 2,900 litres (-31 per 
cent) and solids per cow decreased to 
247 kilograms (-27 per cent). 

Three years later, he reported that 
his yield had increased to 3,550 litres, 
and solids produced per cow were 

only 10 per cent lower than the 
number of solids produced when 
milking occurred twice per day.

But Pryor points out that in a 
management system like his where 
grazing provides most feed for the 
cows, the production of milk solids 
per acre is the critical criterion. Cows 
have more time to make the most of 
the grass available when they are 

being milked just once daily, he says. 
In the Republic of Ireland, County 

Wexford, Michael Wall also operates 
a grass-based milk production 
system. He turned to his national 
farm advisory board – known as 
Teagasc – for advice after a family 
tragedy left him milking 90 spring-
calvers almost always on his own.

“Consider reducing your daily 

ONCEADAYMILKING

Keep growing  
what you’re sowing
Until the cows come home
Whether you’re a multi-million dollar 
enterprise, entrepreneur or emerging 
company, you can rely on Collins Barrow  
for objective, actionable advice. We are  
the audit, tax and advisory experts.

Look to Collins Barrow, Chartered 
Professional Accountants, to help  
your agri-business grow and prosper.

It’s time to sow the seeds of success.
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Meyer milks 60 Simmental cows in Bavaria. Changing over to 
once-a-day milking reduced his herd’s milk output. But he was able 

to cut feed costs and enjoy a lot more leisure time each day.

mailto:andrea.gal@farms.com
http://www.collinsbarrow.com/
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workload by changing to once-a-day 
milking,” suggested the extension 
service. Ireland is a bit further ahead 
than the rest of Europe in this respect. 
Planeloads of dairy farmers regularly 
fly south to inspect OAD milking in 
New Zealand, where the strategy is 
much more popular. Irish govern-
ment agricultural research has also 
dedicated time and money to testing 
the system. 

The globally respected Moorepark 
Animal & Grassland Research 
Institute, for instance, recently 
finished a two-year trial with Hol-
steins on OAD milking. Results from 
this Irish research centre showed milk 
solids were down by 17 per cent per 
cow. Milk produced was 24 per cent 
below the average for conventionally 
milked cows. Interestingly, the final 
individual lactation yield levelled out 
at 4,400 litres, just about the same as 
that of Karl Meyer’s Simmental cows 
in Bavaria. 

But the Moorepark results also 

confirmed the many advantages of 
the system: greatly reduced labour 
input, less concentrate feed and 
notable improvements in cow health 
and fertility. 

All this research work meant 
62-year-old Michael Wall had plenty 
of scientific advice when he decided 
to push the milk pump button just 
once-a-day for the rest of his milking 
career. After a bad first year when 
production per cow plummeted by 30 
per cent and 25 per cent of the herd 
was sold off because the cows just 
didn’t take to the system, the Wall 
cows returned to their former average 
output in year two of OAD milking.

Wall’s daughter and son-in-law 
have now taken over the herd. Both 
have jobs outside the farm. Milking 
starts at 6 a.m. and is finished for the 
day at 8.30 a.m. For this young 
professional couple with children, the 
OAD strategy has allowed them to 
stay in dairy farming while meeting 
all their other career and family 

commitments and plans. 
How well OAD milking works 

with confined systems, where cows 
are on silage and grains year-round, 
has not yet been thoroughly tested. At 
least not here in Europe. 

But for grass-based systems 
involving summer milk production 
from grazing cows, the strategy 
attracts an increasing band of follow-
ers in Britain and Ireland, and some 
producers in continental Europe have 
also started to adopt the practice. 
Recordings so far indicate that the 
best-managed systems return the 
same income per grazed acre as the 
conventional TAD approach. 

Naturally, everyone in the milk 
business seeks profitability first. But a 
close second goal for all the farmers 
mentioned here is more time away 
from the daily milking chore. A 
bonus of many hours, some for 
crucial management input, but most 
for all-important free time with 
family and friends. BF

Simmentals on a German dairy farm. The old 
breed lags behind the Holstein in milk production, 

but its enthusiasts claim the Simmental offers 
better health and a longer productive lifetime.

http://www.agrihand.ca/
http://www.agrihand.ca/
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UPCLOSESTEVE & ANITA BUEHNER

The reinvention of a tobacco farm

Disappointing barely begins to 
describe the 2008 tobacco 
crop on the rolling hills of 

Anita and Steve Buehner’s 180-acre 
farm near Waterford in Norfolk 
County. The crop was tiny, its quality 

poor. “When that crop was done, I 
was done,” Steve Buehner says, as he 
and Anita recall the now long-ago 
season during an interview that takes 
place on the patio outside the farm’s 
former barn. 

Ever since they bought the farm 
from Anita’s parents in 1990 the 
Buehners had grown tobacco; the 
farm had been in tobacco for decades 
before that, and the crop had been a 
steady presence in both Anita’s and 
Steve’s lives growing up.

But public attitudes and govern-
ment policies were changing. By 
2008, Anita was already working 
off-farm for the first time in her life, 
employed at a Simcoe auto parts 
plant. There was nothing the couple 
wanted more than to work with each 
other again on the farm. To do so, 
“we had to reinvent ourselves,” says 
Steve.

Years earlier, they’d planted 
lavender as a trial and wondered if  
establishing large-scale production of 
the crop was the answer. Attendance 
at a Washington State conference 
during the fall of 2008 revealed 
another possibility: value-added 
niche agritourism. “That made much 
more sense to us,” Anita says. 

They decided to grow cold-hardy 
wine grapes too, having also recently 
joined a local group intent on 
establishing grape and wine produc-
tion in the region. 

Anita returned to the farm full-
time in 2009, and the next year the 
couple worked feverishly to install 
the trellises for the first eight acres of 
grape vines. Under the ALUS (Alter-
native Land Use Services) program 
they introduced a wetland in the 
lowest spot on the farm to accompa-
ny the long corridors of prairie 
grasses they had added on either side 

by MARY BAXTER

The Buehners grew their last tobacco crop in 2008. By then, the resourceful 
couple had found two new crops to grow and began their transition. 

Anita and Steve Buehner
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of their fields the year before. 
“We will never be this busy again,” 

Anita declared one night after Steve 
returned from a chilly dip in the 
irrigation pond. 

Now, she smiles. “My goodness, 
what was I thinking?” 

Since then, the Buehners have 
transformed their equipment barn 
into an on-farm store, demolished 
their glass greenhouse to create room 
for parking and septic beds, created 
lavender products and added wine 
and hard cider production and sales 
to their operation. (They also grow 
apples and cash crops.) 

This year marked the third season 
of their Bonnieheath Estate Lavender 
& Winery. Profit is still elusive but 
revenue steadily grows. The Buehners 
are optimistic; they knew it would 
take years before the business would 
turn a profit, Anita says.  

Both Steve and Anita say that 
success is being able to look back and 
know they’ve enjoyed what they’re 

doing. “And certainly at this point, I 
can say that whether it was in tobacco 
(or the new venture), I really enjoyed 
doing what we were doing, the 
transition that we’ve gone through 
and where we’re at now,” says Anita. 

“Every step along the way was 
interesting and challenging and 
rewarding.”

 
What’s your role on your farm operation? 
STEVE: The grunt (laughter). I leave 
all the paperwork and all the, I could 
be sarcastic and say the “fun stuff,” to 
Anita. She does all the business parts. 

ANITA: So Steve does more of the 
agricultural and management of the 
farming side of things. He is the 
winemaker’s assistant as well. 

And whereas I used to share in the 
responsibilities of the agricultural 
portion because that’s where my heart 
is, I’ve had to give that up. So a lot of 
that has been turned over to Steve. 
Then of course there’s more managing 
of the employees, training and payroll 
as well as the tracking of inventory, 
developing lavender products and 
participating in a lot of meetings.

 
How many people does your farm employ?  
ANITA: Three farm workers; we had 
three that were seasonal for the retail. 
We have our winemaker as well.

STEVE: The two of us and don’t 
forget about your dad – 89 years old.

ANITA: He still looks after all the 
lawn maintenance on the entire farm. 
My niece helps out in the summer.

Hours you work per day?  
ANITA: Minimum 10.

STEVE: I try not to work on 
Sunday. I have a lot of physical work 
to do all week. 

 
Email or text?  
STEVE: We text to our (four) kids 
because they’re all over the place. But 
I would say we’d email more. 
 
Any favourite apps?  
STEVE: I would think (Excel is my 
favourite), definitely. 

ANITA: I do a lot in Word as well. 
STEVE: I despise Word. There’s too 

many things in Word that something 
(happens) and  –

ANITA: It’s because you don’t use 
it often enough.

STEVE: I know. I don’t have that 
with Excel. 
 
How often do you travel?  
ANITA: We hadn’t (travelled) in 
years.

STEVE: We were here working a 
long time, a lot of hours, and our two 
sons, we encouraged them to go to 
Australia, (on) working holiday visas. 
When they were there, Anita and I 
decided (to go).

It was a nice trip we had. We went 
to Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, 
beautiful. 

ANITA: We visited six different 
lavender farms in New Zealand and 
Australia, and six different wine 
regions. Then we came home and said 

Steve Buehner draws a sample from wine aging in a steel vessel.

Want to share your  
views on an article or 
another hot-button 
farming issue? Send 

letters to the editor to 
Andrea at:

letters@betterfarming.com

mailto:letters@betterfarming.com
http://www.betterfarming.com/
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(to each other) you know, what a 
shame that we’ve never been to our 
own East Coast. I said, we need to do 
this in August. Steve says impossible. 
I said no, we have to make this work. 
We were there for a week. 

STEVE: Cape Breton and the 
whole works. 

For us it’s a trip but it’s always more 
than a trip. We’re always looking at 
the agriculture part of it, environmen-
tal part of it, and we’re looking at the 
agritourism part of it. We’re looking 
at how people run their businesses.  

 
Number of hours in the office each day? 
STEVE: An hour for me. How many 
hours would you spend at the com-
puter, Anita, six?

ANITA: At least.
 

What do you like best about farming?  
ANITA: I love the production. If I 
could spend more time out doing 
production again, that would be a 
great next step for me.

STEVE: Being outside, being in 
production, growing things. Not 
doing the same thing every day.

 
What do you like least?  
ANITA: The lack of freedom for time. 
Everything is scheduled. Can you fit it 
in; can you fit that in?

STEVE: Anita and I are the type of 
couple that we can work together all 
day and still look at each other at 
night. So that part of it I miss. I mean, 
we used to work together on the farm 
(when we grew tobacco).

ANITA: That’s what (we miss), that 
we have time to work together.

STEVE: The frustrating thing to 
me I guess right now (too) is the 
bookwork Anita has to do. She’s really 
tied down to it. 

ANITA: For example, the tobacco 
seedling production, that was my 
baby. I’d clip the plants. I’d water the 
plants. When Steve started propagat-
ing lavender plants, that’s my job. 
And it’s really, really tough for me to 
let go of something and let him take 
that over. I didn’t have the time to do 
that anymore. So I had to give up on 
a lot of those things.  

What is the single most important piece of 
advice you’ve received?  
ANITA: Farming must create profit, 
not create work. We’re not doing 
things just to keep ourselves busy. 
This is a business.    
 
What’s your management philosophy?  
ANITA: We like to farm using good 
agricultural practices. Our winemak-
ing philosophy is to grow grapes that 
we can successfully grow on a farm 
that we live on, not trying to do what 
someone else is doing. (We want to) 
successfully grow grapes and then ask 
our winemaker to make the best wine 
that he can from it. It’s the reason 
why we’ve selected the varieties that 
we did. Not because we think they’re 
superior cultivars but we believe 
them to be superior cultivars for our 
farm.  
 
Are you currently involved in any commit-
tees, boards, associations, or volunteer 
efforts?  

ANITA: Director, Ontario South 
Coast Wineries & Growers Associa-
tion; director, Norfolk Fruit Growers’ 
Association; member, Norfolk 
Agricultural Advisory Board.

 
What are your hobbies or recreational 
activities?  
ANITA: I love to read a book – that is 
my relaxation. Steve’s not a reader but 
his relaxation is sporting. 

What does your family think of farming? 
ANITA: Our parents, our families, 
they take a look at what we’ve done in 
our transition and they’re happy that 
we’ve found something that we love to 
do to continue in farming.

STEVE: The kids are quite interest-
ed in what we’re doing. 

ANITA: We’ve always told them to 
do what you love to do. As far as them 
continuing in agriculture, I still find 
that they’re relatively young. 

They have to find their passions 
and follow their passions. 

MULTIFARMER 40.7 CS PANORAMIC 25.6

TURBOFARMER 50.8
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What’s your most important goal? 
STEVE: To enjoy what you’re doing. It makes everything 
so much easier. The long hours and everything else. 

ANITA: I was going to say something very similar. 
 
How do you define success?   
ANITA: To look back and say, that was an awesome life. 
And you know, that Steve and I have been able to do that 
together. To look back and go, wow, wasn’t that a ride the 
two of us have been on?

STEVE: Absolutely. And a lot of good people we’ve 
been around, that’s for sure.

 
Is your farm vehicle messy or neat?   
ANITA: I would say it’s dirty. 

STEVE: It does get cleaned out at the end of the season 
though. 

ANITA: But you know, that’s once a year. Is it neat? Yes. 
Things need to be in their place, and Steve and I are both 
like that.

 
What are three items in your farm vehicle?  
ANITA/STEVE: GPS, first aid kit, and Sudoku puzzle book.

 
What was the last piece of equipment you bought for your farm?  
STEVE/ANITA: Our lavender harvester.

STEVE: Originally from New Zealand.
 

What’s the best time of day?  
STEVE: About 10 p.m. 

ANITA: So your best time of day is that late?
STEVE: Yeah, 9 or 10 p.m. It’s quiet. You’re normally 

sitting beside me.
ANITA: I was going to say 9, 10 p.m. I’m chilling as 

well. 
STEVE: Sleeping beside me.

What was your most memorable crop/production year?  
ANITA: 2010.

STEVE: That’s what I was just thinking.
ANITA: It was the year we planted the vineyard, we 

planted the lavender. BF

Anita Buehner

http://www.kioti.com/
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December is a good time to 
plan. For years, you have 
considered the advantages of 

commodity crop marketing. You’re 
interested, but then you start to 
research and your eyes start to glaze 
over when you encounter terms like 
futures, margin, hedge, bull markets, 
and bear markets. Don’t let those 
specialized terms intimidate you.  

In the end, commodity marketing 
is about understanding supply and 
demand. When there is lots of supply, 
commodity prices are typically low. 
When there is no supply, commodity 
prices are typically high. Traditional-
ly, supply is higher at harvest and so 
the price goes down. 

But the psychology of fear has a 
large part to play as well. If there is a 
drought or flood during the spring or 
summer, people in the industry may 
begin to worry that there will not be 
enough of the commodity when 
harvest comes. So, organizations such 
as grain elevators, food suppliers, and 
energy suppliers enter into agree-

ments with farmers ahead of time to 
guarantee their supply at harvest.

The majority of farmers sell their 
crops at harvest. That’s how crops 
have been marketed for hundreds of 
years. But, most years, harvest time is 
when the price is at its lowest.

For most farmers, commodity 
marketing is a major change in habits. 
There are, of course, risks involved 
with pre-selling your corn or soy-
beans. For example, what if the price 
of grain is actually higher at harvest 
than when you book? Will this mean 
you will lose money? Historically this 
has happened – but the law of 
averages is on your side. 

What if you pre-sell and at harvest 
you don’t have enough bushels to 
meet your contracts? There are ways 
to reduce this risk as well. As outlined 
below, if you don’t commit 100 per 
cent of your crop you should be able 
to mitigate this risk. What is the worst 
crop you ever had? For peace of 
mind, don’t commit more than that 
amount of bushels in a forward or 

futures contract.
First, you need to gain at least a 

basic understanding of commodity 
marketing. The price of corn and 
soybeans is influenced by many 
factors: weather and politics – both in 
our own province and country as well 
as internationally (United States, 
Brazil, Russia, etc.), energy costs, and 
the Canadian dollar, to name just a 
few. 

The easiest way to start to build an 
understanding of these factors is to 
consume specialized information. 
You can select from a number of 
newsletters and services to subscribe 
to. And these resources are usually 
worth their subscription fee since 
they save you time in researching the 
information. Consider the investment 
this way: is it worth the $500 sub-
scription fee if your bottom line is 
increased by $10,000 each year?

Before you move onto the next 
step, you should determine your cost 
of production. There are many tools 
available from commodity risk 

Will 2017 be the year you start 
commodity marketing your grain?
by DENISE FAGUY
Don’t be intimidated – becoming familiar with the markets may not be as overwhelming as you think.
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advisers, government ministries, etc., 
to help you to determine your cost of 
production. You need to understand 
your costs before you determine the 
price at which you’ll sell your crops.

Commodity marketing involves 
great discipline. Based on the trends 
and analysis you review for the crop 
year, decide at what price you will 
pre-sell. This decision should be 
made in January. Then, when the crop 
reaches that price later in the growing 
season, enter into an agreement 
– even if the trend shows the price 
may continue to rise. 

“A number of people play the ‘what 
if ’ game,” says Maurizio “Moe” 
Agostino, chief commodity strategist 
with Farms.com Risk Management. 
“They wait because they cannot 
commit to a price in case it keeps on 
going up, but then when the price 
falls it’s too late and they can’t pre-sell 
at a great price. Marketing is more of 
an art than a science, but if you are 
disciplined and stick to your pre- 
defined plan, you will likely succeed.”

The best strategy may be to get 
into commodity marketing slowly, 
and to be disciplined about it.  In the 
first year, perhaps experiment by only 
pre-selling 25 per cent of your crop. 
The following year, if all goes well and 
you are more confident, try 50 per 

cent. Depending on your ability to 
handle stress, perhaps you never 
pre-sell more than 50 per cent – and 
that’s okay.  If you make five per cent 

more on 50 per cent of your harvest, 
it is likely worth your efforts.

Make 2017 the year to conquer 
your marketing fears! BF

Glossary of common commodity marketing terms
Basis: the difference between the 
cash price of a commodity and the 
price of the nearest futures contract 
(the contract which is next to 
expire). 
 Cash – futures = basis.

Bear market or bearish: a market 
where prices are trending down-
ward.

Bull market or bullish: a market 
where prices are trending upward.

Forward Contract: agreement to 
deliver a certain amount of com-
modity at a certain date for an 

agreed-upon price; each contract is 
unique and specific to both sides 
involved.

Futures (Contract): a contract or 
contracts covering the sale of a 
commodity at a future date and 
agreed-upon price. A futures 
contract usually outlines the 
quality and quantity of the crop, 
as well as the delivery time and 
place. 
 Futures contracts are similar to 
forward contracts, except the former 
are more standardized – with the 
same date and quantity for every-
one.

Hedge: using different financial 
transactions to reduce (hedge) a 
farmer’s risk. A hedge may be the 
use of a forward contract, futures 
contract, etc.

Margin: cash posted by a farmer as 
a guarantee of fulfillment of a 
futures contract. (It is not a down 
payment.)

If this article has helped you begin 
to conquer your fears and you want 
to take the next step, visit www.
farms.com/market-school to watch 
educational videos on commodity 
marketing.  BF
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Selecting next year’s corn hybrids 
Seed companies offer a variety of incentives to farmers who place their orders before the end of the 
year. Consider trial data and your relationship with your dealer when ordering your seed. 
by DALE COWAN 

The end of the year is a busy 
time for just about everyone in 
agriculture – including the per-

son trying to secure a seed order 
from you. 

During these months, seed 
companies want to review the total 
number of orders for each hybrid.  
The companies then match that 
information up with their own seed 
production and availability listings. 

While each farmer may only order 
a few bags or a few hundred bags of 
seed, the seed companies need to plan 
logistics for millions of bags of seed. 
And these bags need to be sorted by 
seed size and treatments for each 
region in which the company oper-
ates. It is not unusual for each hybrid 

to have 12-digit stock keeping units 
(SKUs) based on seed sizes and 
treatment combinations. 

The logistics for servicing thou-
sands of customers is a challenging 
one. For this reason the companies 
cannot wait until spring for a farmer 
to make a purchasing decision. To 
encourage customers to place their 
orders in December, seed companies 
offer all sorts of marketing incentives. 
Such offerings include early order dis-
counts, volume discounts that decline 
with each passing month, and prepay 
discounts. Typically, the latter 
discounts are greater than the cost of 
borrowed money. Some companies 
even offer free financing until spring.  

You have to ask yourself: are the 

incentives reason enough to order 
seed from a particular seed company? 
The answer should be no. These 
incentives are merely factors influ-
encing the bigger purchasing deci-
sion, but they impact money manage-
ment and can optimize work capital. 
Indeed, some discounts for high 
volumes, early order, and prepay can 
be as high as 10 to 15 per cent. On a 
$300 bag of hybrid corn seed, these 
discounts can translate into a savings 
of $30.00 to $45.00 per bag. Or, at 
32,000 seeds per acre, this equates to 
cost savings of $12.00 to $18.00 an 
acre on seed. 

I have been around the industry 
long enough to have participated in 
many surveys concerning what drives 

In on-farm trials, farmers can compare their current selections 
with new hybrids – and see how the results stack up.

Kent W
olfe, AG
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seed purchasing decisions. In order of 
importance for seed corn purchasing 
factors are consistency of perfor-
mance, standability, rapid dry down 
at harvest, and yield results. (Within 
the survey results, trait selections for 
above- and below-ground insect pests 
and seed treatments were inferred as 
part of consistent performance.)

As a matter of fact, the one thing 
that farmers will not tolerate is wet 
corn at harvest; they can forgive most 
other things. You do not want to be 
the seed representative who sold the 
hybrid that is still at 30 per cent 
moisture at harvest time! 

The decisions regarding hybrid 
selection are more complicated due to 
performance parity amongst the 
various seed corn company selec-
tions. Long gone are the days where a 
single seed company dominated the 
marketplace with far superior perfor-
mance. In a typical performance plot 
of similar maturities, oftentimes the 
top three competing hybrids will have 

very similar results.  
To help sort out the performance 

differences, farmers can access a 
number of useful sources of informa-
tion: the Ontario Corn Committee 
trials, seed company performance 
plots, ag retailer plots and side-by-
side trials on their own farms. The life 
cycle of most hybrids on the market is 
barely three years, which means 
constant variety turnover. Thus, it 
may be difficult to get enough 
information on consistency from a 
single source. 

The Ontario Corn Committee 
trials at gocorn.net offer numerous 
interactive tools to sort hybrids by 
maturity range, trial locations and 
number of years the specific hybrid 
was grown in that location. Farmers 
can compare such things as yield 
index, standability, harvest moisture 
and test weight. You can also use the 
seed cost calculator, and see how well 
a particular hybrid has performed 
over various locations and years. 

However, the data from the most 
recent season may not yet be available 
for review at the time of ordering for 
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In order of importance for seed 
corn purchasing factors are 

consistency of performance, 
standability, rapid dry down at 

harvest, and yield results.
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the next year. 
Seed corn company plots often 

have multiple locations with various 
maturity ranges. These plots will 
feature comparable competing 
hybrids against the company’s own 
top-of-the-line hybrids. 2016 trials 
most likely featured different seed 
treatments of fungicide only, com-
pared to both Class 12 and non-Class 
12 insecticides. Most of these perfor-
mance plots will also showcase new 
hybrids available for the 2017 grow-
ing season. 

Corn companies do a tremendous 
amount of screening in their selection 
trials and will always bring their very 
best to the marketplace. In their own 
plot work, seed companies are 
looking for consistency and the same 
things farmers want. The stakes are 
too high for companies not to bring 
their best to market. 

When reviewing company plot 
results, look to see how they are 
presenting their data – especially 
against competing companies. Are 
the companies only showing the 
winning plots, mismatching matur-
ities to gain an upper hand? (Lon-
ger-day maturities tend to have 
higher yields.) Or do they publish all 
results – win, lose or draw? The main 
advantage to company plots is that 
the results are available almost 
immediately after harvest. The results 
are also made available on respective 
company websites and in various 
social media forums.

Local, full-service ag retailer and 
seed dealer plots are another source 
of information. These plots are 
located on customers’ farms. 

These plots are often placed on a 
representative cross section of soil 
types and growing conditions. They 
are very local and farmers readily 
identify with the performance of such 
plots because they may well represent 
how the hybrids might perform on 
their own farms. Many of these 
plots will showcase nearly all locally- 
available hybrids. It is not unusual for 
these plots to showcase 15 to 30 or 
more different, competing hybrids. 

Ag retailer and seed dealer plots 

mailto:andrea.gal@farms.com
http://www.salfordgroup.com/
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www.stihl.ca

Visit your local STIHL Dealer  
for more information!

Alliston • New Tec Recreation • 705-435-5206
Ancaster • Brother’s Equipment Rentals • 905-648-4489

Barrie • Richview Lawn Equipment • 705-722-8400
Belleville • Deerhaven Farm & Garden Ltd. • 613-962-5021

Belmont • Dale Equipment Centre • 519-644-0670
Brampton • Green Tractors • 905-846-2511

Brantford • Brant Tractor Co. • 519-449-2500
Brantford • Northgate Rent All • 519-759-8910

Brockville • 1000 Islands Sales & Rentals Ltd. • 613-345-2753
Campbellford • Wm. J. Thompson Farm Sup. Ltd • 705-653-3540

Casselman • Lafleche Sales & Service • 613-764-5406
Chatham • Chatham Outdoor Power • 519-354-3990

Coldwater  • Coldwater Rental  • 705-686-9900
Dundalk • Highland Supply • 1-800-265-9154

Dundas - Marsh Brothers Tractors - 905-627-9281
Dundas • Windmill Power Equipment • 905-628-3055

Dunnville • Peter’s Engine & Rental Centre • 905-774-7615
Earlton • Green Tractors • 705-563-2134

Elmira • Martin’s Small Engines Ltd. • 519-669-2884
Erin • Ed Stewart’s Equipment Ltd. • 519-833-9616

Exeter • Becker Power & Leisure • 519-235-2757
Fergus • Universal Rental Services • 519-843-4570

Fonthill • Pic’s Motor Clinic • 905-892-3041
Fordwich • Boyd’s Farm Supply • 519-335-3539

Formosa • Lloyd Kuntz Sales & Service • 519-367-2913
Glencoe • Fulline Farm & Garden Equip. Ltd. • 519-287-2840

Goderich • Argyle Marine & Small Engine • 519-524-5361
Godfrey • L.D. PowerSports • 613-374-5604

Halton • Green Tractors • 905-878-2121
Hanover  • Bruce Service Sales & Rental  • 519-364-6345

Ingersoll • Ingersoll Rent-All • 519-485-4231 
Kemptville • Kemptville Building Centre • 613-258-6000

Kitchener • Connect Equipment Corporation • 519-696-2568
Kitchener • Hobden’s Small Engines • 519-570-0162

Kingston • Green Tractors • 613-541-3912
Langton • Sinnaeve Equipment Centre • 519-875-4439
Leamington • Economy Rental Centre • 519-322-2319
London • Hyde Park Equipment Ltd. • 519-471-1400

Madoc • Madoc Farm Supply • 613-473-4227
Meaford • Rice’s Home Hardware • 519-538-3830

Medina • Turf Care Products Canada • 519-349-2400
Metcalfe • Allan Johnston Repair & Sales • 613-821-4263
Milverton • Albrecht’s Chainsaw Service • 519-595-2579

Mitchell • Wighty’s Repairs Inc. • 519-348-0404
Mount Forest • Robert’s Farm Equipment • 519-323-2755

Neustadt • The Windmill • 519-799-5342
Nobleton • Green Tractors • 905-859-0581

North Bay • Arnstein Lawn & Garden Company • 705-472-8500
Omemee • Green Tractors • 705-799-2427

Orangeville • Henry’s Lawn & Garden Equip. • 519-941-0980
Oshawa • Durham Kubota • 905-655-3291

Peterborough • Heming Lawn & Garden • 705-742-6249
Petrolia • Podolinsky Equipment Ltd. • 519-844-2360

Plantagenet • Dan R. • 613-673-5129
Port Perry • Green Tractors • 905-985-9701

Prescott • Beach Home Hardware • 613-925-4286
Stevensville • Lapp Cycle & Parts Ltd. • 905-382-2425
Stouffville • Hutchinson Farm Supply • 905-640-2692

Strathroy • Tadgell’s • 519-245-1103
SW Ontario • Premier Equipment • premierequipment.ca

Tillsonburg • Chesterman Farm Equipment • 519-842-5977
Tupperville - Lambton-Kent Farm - 519-627-3434

Wallenstein • E&F Sauder Sales • 519-669-2192
Waterdown • Weeks Hardware • 905-689-6618

are not, however, without some 
limitations. Rarely is there a check 
hybrid repeated that can be used to 
help understand soil variability across 
the plot. Some plots are so big they 
are actually inadvertently grown in 
slightly different soil types in the 
same field, which can skew the 
results. Comparing results from one 
end of plot to another may not be the 
fairest way to conduct an evaluation.

The final source of information is 
the farmers’ own plot. Most farmers 
will compare their current selections 
to a new offering on a side-by-side, 
full-scale trial. These selections will 
be replicated two or more times 
across the field. This real-world 
comparison takes into account field 
variability, fertility and a host of other 
management factors. 

Once again, an on-farm trial is not 
without its limits. It is very important 
that these comparisons run perpen-
dicular to tile lines for a fair compari-
son. Also, ensure the entire field has 
the same fertility and weed control 
programs. You only want to compare 
the hybrids – not a starter fertilizer 
trial on one side of the field and 
nitrogen trial on the other side. Nor a 
manure trial, where one half of the 
field received a fall application and 
the other received a spring applica-

tion. These differing treatments can 
affect hybrid performance and may 
lead to inappropriate evaluations. 

Regardless of who plants and 
manages the plots, farmers can attend 
field days and plot tours with barbe-
ques throughout the season. You can 
discuss hybrids with seed representa-
tives at these events, too. There is no 
shortage of opportunities to attend 
show-and-tell presentations, and 
acquire technical information on the 
current offerings. All you need to do is 
invest some time, show up and ask 
questions! 

The final factor in hybrid selection 
is: who do you deal with? Who do you 
trust to get factual information with a 
professional interpretation tailored to 
your unique needs? Ask yourself a few 
questions. Who knows you best? Who 
knows your operation? Who solves 
your problems quickly and effectively? 
Who brings you new and innovative 
ideas and products? Chances are it 
might be a local Certified Crop 
Adviser that sees you most often. 

I will leave Class 12 discussions for 
another time! BF

Dale Cowan, CCA-ON, 4 R NMS, is a 
senior agronomist with AGRIS Co-op-
erative Ltd. and Wanstead Farmers 
Co-operative Ltd. 
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Most farmers will compare their current selections to
a new offering on a side-by-side, full-scale trial.

http://www.stihl.ca/
http://premierequipment.ca/
http://ablestock.com/Getty
http://www.stihl.ca/
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BG 50
Handheld Gas Blower RE 88

Pressure Washer

HS 45
Gas Hedge Trimmer

$17995 $19995 $29995
MSRP $219.95

MSRP $229.95

MSRP $329.95

27.2 cc / 0.7 kW / 3.6 kg (7.9 lb)†

65 bar (943 psi) / 350 L/hr (1.54 gal/min)

27.2 cc / 0.75 kW / 4.6 kg (10.1 lb)†

NEW

†Without fuel. †Without fuel.

$26995
MSRP $279.95
WITH 16” BAR

Displacement 30.1 cc
Power Output 1.3 kW
Weight 3.9 kg (8.6 lb)*

MS 170 
Gas Chain Saw

*Powerhead only.

Feature prices are in effect while supplies last at participating STIHL Dealers.

**Don’t miss your chance to get the Wood-Pro™ Kit. Simply purchase any one of the following chain saws and you will receive a STIHL Wood-Pro™ Kit FREE. This 
kit includes: a Woodsman® Carrying Case, STIHL hat and a replacement loop of OILOMATIC® chain - an $85 value! Hat may not be exactly as shown. Offer while 
supplies last at participating STIHL Dealers. Eligible Models: MS 150 C-E, MS 170, MS 171, MS 180 C-BE, MS 181 C-BE, MS 193 C-E, MS 211, MS 231, MS 241 C-M, 
MS 250, MS 251, MS 251 C-BE, MS 271, MS 291 C-BE, MS 311 and MS 391.

RECEIVE A

FREE 
WOOD-PRO™ KIT

with the purchase of any 

eligible STIHL Chain Saw.**

AN $85 VALUE!

Woodsman® Carrying Case, OILOMATIC® Chain Loop, STIHL Hat

GREAT
HOLIDAY

GIFT IDEAS

Visit your local STIHL Dealer  
for more information!

STIHLCanada 

www.stihl.ca

http://www.stihl.ca/
http://www.stihl.ca/
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JUNIOR FARMER PRIDE 
ON DISPLAY 

CENTURY FARM SIGNS 
CONTINUE 

The Junior Farmers’ Association of Ontario (JFAO) is 
excited to announce its new gate sign initiative that 
allows alumni and current members to proudly display 
“Alumni Lives Here,” “Member Lives Here” and custom 
gate signs on their property. 

The initiative was formally launched in September at 
the International Plowing Match and Rural Expo held in 
Wellington County. A limited number of signs were made 
available for the launch but after an overwhelming 
response from the public, the JFAO has made it possible 
to order the signs through their website at: http://www.
jfao.on.ca/resources/gate-signs.

Content was prepared by Amanda Brodhagen, Executive 
Director of Marketing in partnership with Better Farming 
(JFAO Sponsor).

The rural Ontario landscape is dotted with many farms 
that have been in the same family for 100 consecutive 
years or more. The Junior Farmers’ Association of Ontario 
(JFAO) is proud to offer a program called the Century 
Farm Sign (CFS) that allows farm families to display a CFS 
on their property. The CFS program began in 1967 as a 
Canadian Centennial project of the JFAO and proudly 
continues today.

CFS are available for $75 (price is subject to change 
without notice) and certain requirements must be met in 
order to be eligible. Additional details and application 
forms are available through the JFAO website at: http://
www.jfao.on.ca/resources/programs.  

The JFAO also offers 125, 150, 175 and 200 year add-on 
signs to recognize family farms that have reached mile-
stones beyond 100 years. Add-on signs may be pur-
chased for $40 each. 

http://jfao.on.ca/resources/gate-signs
http://www.jfao.on.ca/resources/programs
http://www.ofa.on.ca/
https://www.getcracking.ca/
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www.jfao.on.ca

Advantage Farm Equipment
Wyoming, 519-845-3346

Anderson Equipment Sales
Belleville, 613-969-6246

Picton, 613-476-6597 

Ayr Turf & Trac Ltd
Ayr, 519-632-9901

Brant Tractor
Brantford, 519-449-2500

C.L. Benninger Equipment
Chatham, 519-352-8070

Callaghan Farm Supply
Lindsay, 705-324-8686

Church’s Farm Supplies
Barrie, 705-458-0870

D & S Downham
Stratford, 519-273-1740

DeBoer’s Equipment
Elora, 519-846-5388

Hyde Park Equipment Ltd.
London, 519-471-1400

Norfolk Tractor Co. Ltd.
Simcoe, 519-426-1090

Roberts Farm & Recreation
Chesley, 519-363-3192

Lucknow, 519-529-7995

Mount Forest, 519-323-2755

Ross Doble Inc.
Sunderland, 705-357-3123

Stewart’s Farm Equipment
Erin, 519-833-9616

Topline Trailers & Equipment
Winchester, 613-774-0994

Tracks & Wheels
North Bay, 705-840-5438

Sudbury, 705-566-5438

Timmins, 705-268-5438

Durham Kubota
Oshawa, 905-655-3291

Earth Power 
Tractor & Equipment

Meaford, 519-538-1660

Owen Sound, 519-376-5880

Stayner, 705-428-3132

Galer Farm Equipment
Dundas, 905-628-0551

Hartington Equipment
Hartington, 613-372-2744

Perth, 613-264-0485

Hyde Brothers Farm Equipment
Hensall, 519-263-2605

TAKE CONTROL 
EVERY SEASON.
Discover a much needed reprieve 
from the elements inside Kubota’s 
M6 Series cab thanks to standard 
heating and both front and rear 
wipers. It’s one of the largest cabs 
in its class too. And with up to 141 
available horsepower, this tractor 
was built to get the job done, and 
with dramatically cleaner emissions. 
This winter, find out what it feels like  
to be in the driver’s seat.

kubota.ca  |  
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Families wishing to replace their 
sign due to weather damage can 
email agprograms@jfao.on.ca. 
Replacement signs are available for 
$75. 

The JFAO encourages families 
with gate signs to show their pride 
by submitting photos to market-
ing@jfao.on.ca. Submissions may be 
used for promotional purposes. 

http://kubota.ca/
mailto:agprograms@jfao.on.ca
mailto:ing@jfao.on.ca
http://www.ofa.on.ca/
http://www.kubota.ca/en
http://www.celticridgefarms.com/
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Stop spreading weeds
You need to be proactive to reduce the spread of resistant weeds. Here are some tips. 
by PATRICK LYNCH 

A recent email got me thinking. 
It started, “Pat, can you offer 
us some help on how we can 

control/kill this weed? This is mostly 
a problem with our livestock custom-
ers. Some are growing corn in their 
rotation and some are not. The 
roadside ditches and waste areas are 
full of this so we know how this weed 
is spreading into most fields. It is 
really taking over many fields, both in 
direct-seeded forages as well as cereal 
under-seeded with alfalfa-grass 
mixtures.” The email sender was 
referring to wild carrot, sometimes 
called Queen Anne’s lace – and 
sometimes called other things. 

This email made me think of two 
things. 

1) Weeds spreading to a farm from 
off the farm. 

2) Dealing with resistant weeds. 
Wild carrot was the first-known 
resistant weed in Ontario. In the late 
1950s, wild carrot developed resis-
tance to 2,4-D because the townships 
sprayed yearly with this herbicide. 

Weed resistance is a lot worse than 
most growers believe. If more Ontar-
io growers knew how bad this issue is, 
I believe they would take weed 
control more seriously. 

Here are some facts. There are 
farms in the United States where the 
land cannot be rented because of 
weed resistance. These weeds did not 
just “appear;” they were spread. Some 
growers are now hand pulling weeds, 
which can be costly. There are also 

counties in the United States where 
weed control is strictly enforced. You 
are not allowed to let certain weeds 
go to seed. 

In Ontario, maybe we need to do 
this on a township basis. Have 
growers voluntarily agree to control 
weeds, and encourage their neigh-
bours to do so as well. In Europe, 
farmers may lose the use of glypho-
sate for the 2018 growing season. But 
many producers there are not upset 
since glyphosate has lost its purpose 
on many farms. Rather, they are 
promoting crop rotations, fallow and 
tillage to control weeds. 

If you seriously want to delay the 
development and spread of weeds to 
your farms there are a number of 
simple steps you can take.

Stop the spread of weeds from 

roadsides and fence rows. Ask your 
township what the local regulations 
are – but we have to try to control the 
spread of weeds from public land. 
Some growers level the roadsides and 
clip them. This helps to give access to 
fields at many points and keeps weeds 
under control. 

Some of you are planning on using 
the new Roundup Ready 2 Xtend 
soybeans to control weeds, but you 
cannot rely solely on the new Round-
up XtendiMax herbicide to solve your 
weed resistance problems. You must 
use multiple modes of action of 
herbicides when you spray glypho-
sate-resistant weeds. Otherwise you 
will quickly develop weeds that are 
resistant to multiple herbicides.   

The next step is to get serious 
about selecting your herbicides – and 
record them. You should keep a 
record of what was sprayed each year 
and try to use a different herbicide 
group in the following year. If you 
never plant the same crop twice in a 
row it is easier to rotate herbicides. 

One of the reps I work with in the 
crop protection industry says, “Using 
a different mode of action from year 
to year is not enough. That’s an old 
recommendation and it won’t work 
any longer. I am a firm believer that 
using multimodes of action acting on 
the same species needs to become an 
annual practice. 

“And going forward immediately, 
multi will need to mean more than 

This year was another classic one in which weeds got too big to be easily controlled.

Some growers level the
roadsides and clip the weeds.
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Trait Stewardship Responsibilities Notice to Farmers
Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Monsanto products are commercialized in accordance with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Monsanto’s Policy for Commercialization 
of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity Crops. These products have been approved for import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from these products can only be exported to, or 
used, processed or sold in countries where all necessary regulatory approvals have been granted. It is a violation of national and international law to move material containing biotech traits across boundaries into nations where import is not permitted. 
Growers should talk to their grain handler or product purchaser to confirm their buying position for these products. Excellence Through Stewardship® is a registered trademark of Excellence Through Stewardship.

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Roundup Ready® technology contains genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate, an active ingredient in Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides. Roundup Ready 2 Xtend™ soybeans 
contain genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate and dicamba. Agricultural herbicides containing glyphosate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate, and those containing dicamba will kill crops that are not tolerant to dicamba. Contact your 
Monsanto dealer or call the Monsanto technical support line at 1-800-667-4944 for recommended Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System weed control programs. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for canola contains the active ingredients difenoconazole, 
metalaxyl (M and S isomers), fludioxonil and thiamethoxam. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for canola plus Vibrance® is a combination of two separate individually-registered products, which together contain the active ingredients difenoconazole, 
metalaxyl (M and S isomers), fludioxonil, thiamethoxam, and sedaxane. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for corn (fungicides and insecticide) is a combination of four separate individually-registered products, which together contain the active 
ingredients metalaxyl, trifloxystrobin, ipconazole, and clothianidin. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for corn (fungicides only) is a combination of three separate individually-registered products, which together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, 
trifloxystrobin and ipconazole. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for corn with Poncho®/VoTivo™ (fungicides, insecticide and nematicide) is a combination of five separate individually-registered products, which together contain the active ingredients 
metalaxyl, trifloxystrobin, ipconazole, clothianidin and Bacillus firmus strain I-1582. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for soybeans (fungicides and insecticide) is a combination of four separate individually registered products, which together contain 
the active ingredients fluxapyroxad, pyraclostrobin, metalaxyl and imidacloprid. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for soybeans (fungicides only) is a combination of three separate 
individually registered products, which together contain the active ingredients fluxapyroxad, pyraclostrobin and metalaxyl. Acceleron®, Cell-Tech™, DEKALB and Design®, DEKALB®, 
Genuity and Design®, Genuity®, JumpStart®, Optimize®, RIB Complete®, Roundup Ready 2 Technology and Design®, Roundup Ready 2 Xtend™, Roundup Ready 2 Yield®, Roundup 
Ready®, Roundup Transorb®, Roundup WeatherMAX®, Roundup Xtend™, Roundup®, SmartStax®, TagTeam®, Transorb®, VaporGrip®, VT Double PRO®, VT Triple PRO® and XtendiMax® 
are trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC. Used under license. Fortenza® and Vibrance® are registered trademarks of a Syngenta group company. LibertyLink® and the Water Droplet 
Design are trademarks of Bayer. Used under license. Herculex® is a registered trademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC. Used under license. Poncho® and Votivo™ are trademarks of Bayer. 
Used under license. ©2016 Monsanto Canada Inc.

two modes of action. Recall the 
conversation we had about Roundup 
Ready 2 Xtend soybeans and only 
using glyphosate/dicamba as a 
herbicide tool. Applying only glypho-
sate/dicamba will really only mean 
using dicamba (single mode of 
action) on weeds that are already 
glyphosate resistant and increasingly 
Group 2 resistant also. Adding dicam-
ba (Group 4) to the list of resistant 
herbicide modes of action in Ontario 
will be the beginning of the end. We 
are not finding new herbicide modes 
of action and haven’t for almost 20 
years. Farmers need to wake up or be 
prepared for full scale mechanical 
and/or hand weeding.”

Another step is to scout fields 
early. This year was another classic 
year where weeds got too big to be 
easily controlled. Small weeds are 
easier to kill than large weeds. I am 
not sure why so many fields were 

sprayed too late this year. It may be a 
result of a dependence on custom 
sprayers. More growers need to have 
their own sprayers even if they also 
use custom sprayers. This way, 
growers can spray some of their own 
acres if they cannot wait for the 
custom sprayer.

As soon as you go seven days 
without rain, the weeds will grow 
through. Growers/applicators keep 
waiting for residual products to be  
activated. Meanwhile, weeds like 
lamb’s quarters, ragweed, velvetleaf, 
etc. get measured in inches instead of 
leaf numbers. 

Most post-emergent herbicide 
label instructions are based on leaf 
number, not size. Read the product 
labels. It seems increasingly common 
that too many products are applied 
late. Add in drought-like conditions 
and it’s a recipe for disaster.  

Another tip is to spray weeds in 

the fall. This year there was a great 
opportunity to spray fleabane in 
winter wheat fields. A small number 
of growers took advantage of this 
opportunity. More could have. Most 
should have.  

In many cases, post-emergent 
weed control was sacrificed because 
of water volume. You can use low 
volumes of water with some herbi-
cides but many post-emergence 
herbicides other than glyphosate 
work better with higher water 
volumes. 

The new dicamba (XtendiMax 
herbicide) for spraying dicamba-re-
sistant soybeans needs high water 
volumes. Comment from same friend 
who works in the crop protection 
industry: “I continue to hear from 
many growers that ‘I have a 50-acre 
sprayer’ or ‘I have a 100-acre sprayer,’ 
for example. Regardless of the 
product or combination of products, 
they use the same water volume with 
the same nozzles with the same 
settings from field to field, crop to 
crop, year to year. This is archaic 
thinking.”

Finally, we need to know the 
locations of the resistant weeds. As we 
get into the amaranths and the next 
generation of resistant weeds, we have 
to be able to track them. In this matter, 
common good has to supersede an 
individual’s right to privacy. BF

Consulting agronomist Patrick Lynch, 
CCA-ON, formerly worked with 
OMAFRA and Cargill.

“I continue to hear from many growers that ‘I have a 50-acre sprayer’ 
or ‘I have a 100-acre sprayer,’ for example.”
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Some of us are old enough to 
remember the threshing  
machine coming up the farm 

laneway. In those days it was a true 
community effort to get the grain into 
the granary and the straw into the 
straw mow. Both of those commodi-
ties were used primarily on the farm 
to feed and bed livestock.

When threshing machines were 
replaced with small, often pull-type 
combines, they provided farm 
independence. At one time the major 
Canadian combine manufacturer was 
Massey Ferguson. This company had 
a vision to have its little self-propelled 
combine (the model 35) on every 
100-acre farm.

That philosophy did not work out 
because we had, and still have, both 
good livestock managers and good 
machinery owner/operators – so the 
idea of a combine on every farm was 
not practical. Farmers focused on 
cash cropping bought larger com-
bines and did custom work.

My third combine fell into that 
category in the early 1990s. I com-
bined for two local dairy farmers who 
had no desire to own or maintain 
their own combines. Their financial 
support allowed me to recover my 
capital investment sooner than I had 
planned. That good used combine 
with both headers – one of which was 
new – cost me less than $100,000.

Times have changed significantly 
in the last 25 years. Today $100,000 
would not even buy a new 35- or 
40- foot draper header. However, the 
combine operator must still have 
those seat-of-the-pants skills which 
only come from experience. For 
example, if a stalk chopper loses a 
blade/hammer, you will only know by 
the vibration of the seat that the 
combine must be stopped  
immediately to prevent extensive 

damage!
Many cash croppers who now offer 

custom combining services have at 
least one large combine, plus all the 
additional equipment that is neces-
sary to keep that big combine operat-
ing. The additional equipment often 
includes two grain buggies to ensure 
that the combine does not have to 
stop and unload, greatly increasing 
the daily acreage covered.
 
Grain movement
With even one grain buggy, the 
harvest team must include at least 
three people so grain can be moved 
efficiently from the field to the local 
elevator or to on-farm drying/storage 
facilities. 

Hopper-bottom grain trailers and/
or big hopper wagons are often used 
to replace the little hopper wagons or 
dump trucks that were used with the 
smaller combines.

Skilled labour/help becomes a 
necessity – and is often difficult to 
find. Farm-trained operators either 
become part of an extended family 
farm unit or move on to off-farm 
employment after graduation.

The farm work team 
As farms move from one generation 
to the next, multiple owners can 
prove beneficial if there is a good 
understanding of the team effort. But 
as has always been the case, newcom-
ers – especially husbands or wives of 
adult children – must find their niche 
if they wish to be part of the team. 
That is not always easy, especially if 
the newcomer tries to take over a  
coveted position such as bookkeeper 
or combine operator – a position that 
may have been held for many years by 
a senior member of the team.

Communication is critical and 
regular team meetings must be held 
to establish work priorities, as well as 
long-term priorities for capital 
purchases such as more land, more 
livestock or equipment upgrades.

Many of us have seen family teams 
break down, especially when the 
subject of inheritance becomes an 
issue as the older generation wishes to 
retire or reduce its active involvement 
in day-to-day operations.

 
To expand or change direction
In Ontario, the opportunity to 

Technical expertise and specialized 
knowledge on every farm team 
Skilled labour and communication are necessary for an operation’s success.
by RALPH WINFIELD 

As combines get bigger, so do their headers and their capability to 
harvest more acres per day. 
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expand acreage of family farm units has become increas-
ingly difficult because of land prices. Low interest rates 
and urban expansion pressure have inflated land prices 
significantly. You should have recently received your 
MPAC Property Assessment Notices, used for taxation 
from 2017 to 2020. 

Many younger farmers enter into share-cropping 
agreements with retiring farmers who wish to maintain 
their rural lifestyle. In addition, many farms are being 
purchased by investors/speculators. However, these farms 
also provide at least temporary expansion potential for 
younger farmers to rent or share crop.

 
The realities
Farm machinery, tractors, planters and combines will 
continue to increase in size and will have to cover more 
acreage in order to reduce the unit cost per acre – a very 
important criteria that must be considered before new or 
nearly new equipment is purchased or leased.

At the same time, farm equipment operator expertise 
requirements can and will continue to increase signifi-
cantly. Young, potential equipment operators are tending 
to leave the farm to test the waters in higher paying 
off-farm employment. Most of them want full-time 
employment, especially if they are planning to start a 
family.

I speak from experience. I left the home farm to go to 
college/university and break away. 

I also taught many young farm students in the two-year 
agricultural diploma programs at Ridgetown and Wood-
stock for a total of 12 years. Whenever there were private 
discussions of going back to the farm directly after 

Note the long unloading augers on these combines 
to reach out past the wide header to unload into 

the grain buggies.

©2016 CLAAS of America Inc. Subject to credit approval through CLAAS Financial Services. See participating dealer for details and great financing rates. Product and specifications subject to change without notice.

claas.com

All-around powerful. Get first class forage harvesting with the 
complete line of mowers, rakes, tedders  
and balers from CLAAS. Reliable 
technology, seamless operation and 
robust machinery makes for outstanding 
performance. Ask your dealer about 
the complete line of CLAAS balers and 
hay tools. Special financing available 
through CLAAS Financial Services 
October 1-December 31, 2016.

Connect Equipment 
Chepstow 519-366-2325

DeBoer’s Farm Equipment 
Elora 519-846-5388

Elliott’s Farm Equipment 
Pembroke 613-638-5372 
Carleton Place 613-253-3344

G.J.’s Farm Equipment 
Burgessville 519-424-9374

Ken Brownlee  
& Sons Equipment 
Earlton 705-563-2212

Reis Equipment Centres 
Carp 613-836-3033 
Winchester 613-774-2273 
St. Isidore 613-527-1501

Sunova Implement 
Lakeside 519-349-2075

http://claas.com/
http://www.claas.com/
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graduation, or going away to work at 
some other job, I always recommend-
ed the latter option for at least a two- 
or three-year period. 

Why? Because I still believe that it 
is important to work for non-family, 
at least temporarily, before setting 
long-term career goals.

Conclusions
Personally, I thoroughly enjoyed my 
15 years at college/university and 
working at other agricultural endeav-
ors, including Ontario Hydro, before 
returning to my wife’s family farm. 
When we returned to the farm, I 
came on my terms: we bought the 

farm and, therefore, retained our 
independence – and the potential 
gain from inflation. This timing 
worked out very well, as we arrived 
with some cash in the bank to 
complete home renovations and buy 
(primarily used) farm machinery.

Unfortunately, the Ontario govern-
ment has closed down many of the 
two-year agricultural diploma 
programs in the province. Only the 
Ridgetown and Alfred Colleges 
remain – both under the University of 
Guelph. These shorter term, two-year 
agricultural programs gave many 
young farm people the opportunity to 
expand their horizons and meet new 
friends with shared aspirations.

Probably 50 per cent of the 
two-year diploma students I taught 
left the farm and did not return. They 
are, however, gainfully employed, 
mostly in agriculturally-oriented 
businesses. BF 
 
Ralph Winfield is a retired professional 
engineer, farmer and technical writer.

Today’s large grain buggies must have tracks or walking beam axles 
with large tires to minimize soil compaction which is especially 

 important as we move to minimum or no-till practices.

http://betterfarming.com/
http://www.farms.com/agriculture-apps/news/farms-com-markets
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Determining winter maintenance plans
Use the winter months to complete oil changes and decide which repairs should be undertaken to 
prepare your equipment for the coming season. 
by JAAP KROONDIJK 

According to Wikipedia, 
“technical maintenance is 
intended to maintain or 

improve the health of some asset. It 
forms an integral part of any asset 
health management strategy.”

Your equipment is part of your 
farm business assets, so put the 
statement above into practice and 
maintain your equipment. Mainte-
nance is a management decision. 

Consider: what do I expect from 
that piece of equipment next season 
and how many more seasons do I 
need to use it? With those questions 
in mind, you need to give your 
equipment an honest going over 
before putting it away for the winter. 
Believe me – all the issues it has today 
will still be there next spring. And the 
problems will likely get worse if you 
don’t address them sooner rather 
than later!

Keep a notepad, iPad, you-name-it 

pad handy and start by making notes 
about what is not working properly 
when you use your equipment. You 
or your operator know best what 
issues have slowly developed. And, if 
you do not complete your own 
maintenance and repairs, then share 
that information with your techni-
cians. Having this information saves 
them a lot of time and helps to 
prevent them from overlooking the 
item that annoys you the most. 

The owner’s manual for most 
pieces of equipment typically has a 
maintenance schedule which states 
the recommended oil and filter 
interval changes. The schedule also 
outlines other factory-recommended 
maintenance items. These recom-
mendations are based on regular use 
of the equipment, which is not the 
case with a lot of seasonal machinery. 

For example, if you put 200 hours 
a year on a piece of machinery and 

the engine oil interval is 500 hours, 
then do not wait two and a half years 
before changing the engine oil! Yes, 
technically, this is what the mainte-
nance schedule directs, but that is not 
a wise move. 

Oil breaks down and, in the case of 
engine oil, it should be changed at 
least once a year. If you run 1,000 
hours per year, then an oil change 
twice per year would be acceptable. 
The same rule applies for hydraulic/
transmission oil – do not wait longer 
than two years to complete this type 
of oil change or you will be in trouble. 

Use sound judgement when 
making your oil change decisions. 
Consider: what do I expect of my 
machine and how do I use it? Better 
10 oil changes too many than one 
short; oil and filters are cheap com-
pared to the investments you made in 
the purchase of your equipment or 
the untimely expensive repairs 
completed by your dealer due to lack 
of proper maintenance. 

Considering the hourly door rates 
at your dealer, it should not take a 
calculator to figure out that routine 
maintenance and some parts will save 
you money in the long run.

If you do your own work, then 
start with the notes you made during 
the season. Grab the grease gun and 
start systematically and intentionally 
going around the machine. Look for 
leaks, worn or damaged parts and 
grease the machine at the same time.  
Mark down what you see and survey 
the whole machine! Only then can 
you make a sound management 
decision on what course of action to 
take with this particular piece of your 
assets. 

Once you thoroughly examined 
the machine, you have a good picture 
of its condition and what it needs to 
serve you for another year. Or, 
perhaps a decision to replace the unit 

Grab the grease gun and start systematically and  
intentionally going around the machine.

http://betterfarming.com/
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might need to be made. And here 
again, if you do this over the winter  
you will not be caught off-guard by 
the time spring comes around. 

Today there are many companies 
that offer a contract for fluid inspec-
tions. With this contract, you send a 
small sample of fluid away for testing, 
taken from the various reservoirs on 
the machine. By completing these 

inspections once or twice a year, 
depending on the number of hours 
the machine is used, you get a good 
indication of the internal health of 
the machine. 

Most companies will keep a record 
of the previous samples and will warn 
you if certain levels of contaminants 
exceed the safe range – which 
indicates a mechanical failure. Or the 

companies will warn you if your oil 
or coolant is not serviceable anymore 
and should be changed. 

This service might be to your 
advantage, especially for equipment 
that runs continuously. (When 
equipment is run regularly, the oil 
remains in a better condition than the 
oil in a machine run only periodical-
ly.) Instead of using the intervals 
recommended in the maintenance 
schedule, you can rely on the tests to 
keep you on track. This is especially 
the case with the use of synthetic 
fluid, which is becoming the norm. 
(The recommended change intervals 
are longer with synthetic fluids.)

It is your machine and your choice, 
but please do not blame the equip-
ment for failing if you failed it in the 
first place. Equipment prices have 
risen dramatically over the last few 
years and, if you are like me, it has to 
serve you for several years. Use the 
winter months to protect your 
investments! BF

Jaap Kroondijk is a farm boy mechanic 
who lives near Woodstock.

Oil breaks down and, in the 
case of engine oil, it should be 
changed at least once a year.

mailto:andrea.gal@farms.com
http://www.echo.ca/
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The ongoing supply management debate 
The dairy and poultry industries are once again working to defend the system – this time from increased 
imports that would follow implementation of proposed trade deals with Europe and Pacific nations.
by BARRY WILSON 

I t should surprise no one that 
disgruntled Quebec dairy farmers 
were among the first to drizzle – if 

not rain – on Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau’s so-far successful parade. In 
its almost-half century of existence as 
a quasi-marketing monopoly for 
dairy, poultry and egg perishables 
that depends on legislation and politi-
cal support, farmers never have been 
reluctant to take on their political 
benefactors when they think the 
politicians’ support is wavering, 
particularly those producers from 
Quebec.

Then Agriculture Minister Eugene 
Whelan’s milk bath on Parliament 
Hill in the 1970s comes to mind, as 
well as the relentless lobbying and 
sometimes violent farmer demonstra-

tions when Canadian politicians have 
been involved in trade negotiations 
that threatened system protections.

So when Canada’s 23rd prime min-
ister, buoyed by almost a year of 
walking on political waters of public 
approval, arrived in Quebec’s  
Saguenay region in late August for a 
Liberal caucus meeting, more than 
300 dairy farmers were there. They 
had tractors and signs to protest the 
lack of federal action to stop duty-free 
imports of diafiltered milk protein 
from the United States. Supply 
management sectors say these 
imports are costing Canadian pro-
ducers many millions of dollars in 
lost sales.

These protests are the latest battle 
of many that system-dependent 

beneficiaries have waged against 
free-market critics since supply 
management’s creation in the 1960s 
and 1970s. These days, proposed 
trade deals with Europe and Pacific 
nations threaten to undermine the 
system if approved.

Supply management was created to 
support farmers undercut by cheap 
imports and unregulated markets. 
Federal legislation was passed in 1971 
after a fierce House of Commons 
battle that pitted Alberta Progressive 
Conservative Jack Horner (later to be 
a Liberal minister) against agriculture 
minister Bud Olson (a former Alberta 
Social Credit MP turned Liberal).

The result of the Tory campaign 
was that the cattle industry was 
excluded from the system but the 

mailto:andrea.gal@farms.com
http://www.mccormickcanada.ca/
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legislation was approved.
Actually, the battle to protect the 

Canadian dairy industry from cheap 
American imports stretches back at 
least 130 years. Then customs minis-
ter Mackenzie Bowell moved a 
parliamentary motion in April 1886 
that “the importation into Canada of 
oleomargarine, butterine or other 
substitutes for butter is hereby 
prohibited under a penalty of $200, 
together with the forfeiture of such 
goods and packages in which they are 
contained.”

And there have always been critics, 
usually consumer, academic and free 
enterprise opponents of what they see 
as a monopoly that hurts consumers 
and the poor by keeping domestic 
milk, egg and poultry prices higher 
than these products would be with 
more competition.

Current critics range from Conser-
vative Party leadership candidate 
Maxime Bernier, who is promising to 
eliminate the system if elected, to 

former Conservative/Liberal MP 
Martha Hall Findley, recently named 
president of the Calgary-based 
Canada West Foundation. Then there 
are the university economics profes-
sors who embrace free trade while 
happy to enjoy their tenured posi-
tions that protect their jobs.

Inside the Conservative Party, 
whose founding members were 
Reformers from the West opposed to 

anything resembling protectionism, 
there has been little enthusiasm for 
Bernier’s proposal to eliminate supply 
management.

Former agriculture minister Gerry 
Ritz, a Saskatchewan grain farmer 
who came to Ottawa in 1997 as a 
Reformer, thinks a bold promise to 
end supply management is a 
non-starter. As minister, he was a 
strong supporter of the system.

“We have evolved,” Ritz said when 
reminded of Reform anti-supply 
management roots.

Sylvain Charlebois, dean of the 
Dalhousie University Faculty of 
Management in Halifax, offers the last 
word. He is not a fan of supply 
management restrictions but argues 
that any proposal to end the system 
would involve huge costs to buy out 
quota and a disruption in the affected 
industries.

Bernier consulted Charlebois on 
his policy. Charlebois said the 
candidate ignored his advice that a 
sudden end to supply management 
would create chaos and a huge 
government liability for quota value 
purchased under government policy.

“There is no depth in the argument 
that we have to end supply manage-
ment altogether,” Charlebois said in 
an interview. “You have to deal with 
the legacy. Supply management is and 
will evolve but it will remain in some 
form.” BF

Barry Wilson is a member of the  
Parliamentary Press Gallery and  
specializes in agriculture.
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“There is no depth in the argument that we have to end supply 
management altogether,” according to Sylvain Charlebois.

http://www.gleanercombines.com/
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Growing a crop without stepping a 
foot in the field could soon be a 
reality.
 The Hands Free Hectare project is 
expected to demonstrate the ease of 
automated farming, according to 
British researchers from Harper 
Adams University and Precision 
Decisions Ltd.
 Researchers will grow a cereal crop 
from seeding to harvest completely 
robotically, according to the universi-

ty press release.
“There is now no technological 
barrier to automated field 
agriculture,” says Kit 
Franklin, lecturer of 
agricultural engi-
neering at Harper 
Adams. “This 
project gives us 
the opportunity to 
prove this and 
change current 

public perception” about automated 
farming.

         The university’s engi-
neering department will 

adapt equipment that is 
readily available on the 
market to enable 
autonomous use.
       The crop will be 
planted in 2017 in 

Shropshire County, 
England. BF

Farming from the sidelines

Farmers may soon be able to 
diagnose crop diseases 
as easily as taking a 
picture with their 
smartphones, 
according to a 
Penn State 
University 
release. 

Researchers 
from Penn State and 
the Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology 

built a network of computers 
with a 53,000-image data-

base that can accurately 
identify a crop disease 

using only a photo.
David Hughes, 

assistant professor of 
entomology and 
biology at Penn State, 

says developing coun-
tries lack educational 

resources for farmers and, 
therefore, could benefit from 

this technology to secure their yields. 
In North America, crop specialists 

or extension workers could use the 
technology when working with 
farmers. Gardeners may also be 
interested in the database, Hughes 
said in the release. 

The database used in the study 
covers 14 different crops and 26 
diseases. The beta model reached an 
accuracy rate of 99 per cent, when 
filtering 1,000 pictures, according to 
the release. BF

Disease identification made easy

Operations for a first-of-its-kind  
southern Australian tomato farm 
began full force in October, accord-
ing to news website Renew Economy. 
Sundrop Farms uses both solar 
power and seawater. 

A concentrated solar power tower 
produces Sundrop Farms’ electricity 
and heat. This system also powers the 
desalinization of seawater on-site. The 

farm produces 15 million kg 
of tomatoes annually.

“Here in Australia, 
we have a long-term 
commitment to R&D 
and innovation and 
are looking to build 
future projects in this 
state and around the 
country,” Philipp 

Saumweber, CEO 
of the facility, 

said in the 
article.

The farm 
cost approxi-
mately 
C$201 

million to 
build. BF

Australia’s one-of-a-kind tomato farm

Organic matter for drought protection
Many industry experts focus on the 
development of new varieties to 
address drought conditions. But, “it 
might not be necessary to put all the 
stress of climate adaptation and  
mitigation on new varieties,” said 
Adam Davis, USDA ecologist and 
University of Illinois (U of I) associ-
ate professor, in a university release.

Rather, high organic content and 
soil’s water holding capacity are also 

key to maintaining yields in a 
drought, according to a recent study 
from the U of I and other Midwestern 
institutions. 

Organic content improves with 
management techniques combining 
no-till systems, cover crops, longer 
crop rotations and the use of manure.

The study examined weather, soil 
and yields from multiple locations 
across Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota 

and Pennsylvania. In 
total, researchers 
collected and 
examined 15 
years of 
data. The 
research was 
published in 
the journal 
PLOS One in 
August. BF
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B & G Loughlin Tractors Inc.
Mountain 613-989-3839

Bromley Farm Supply
Douglas 613-649-2457 

March Road Motorsports
Mississippi Mills 613-256-6686
Rusty’s Power Washing
Courtright 519-332-9821

Bourbonnais Equipment Inc.
Sarsfield 613-835-2623

John’s Equipment Sales & Service
Frankford 613-398-6522

Dealers

From forest to farmland and everywhere in between,
You will have the right tractor for the job.

LS Tractor - Excel in Your Field.

www.LSTractorusa.com

Winner of “2015 & 2016 EDA Dealer’s Choice Award” presented 
to the highest ranked Tractor Manufacturer category in the 

annual Dealer-Manufacturer Relations Survey.

HE+ SERIES 
snowblowers with scraper blade

WWW.CIENORMAND.COM • 1-888-666-7626 •         WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/CIENORMAND

http://www.lstractorusa.com/
http://www.cienormand.com/
http://www.facebook.com/CIENORMAND
http://www.deutz-fahrincanada.com/
http://www.lstractorusa.com/
http://www.nuhn.ca/
http://www.cienormand.com/
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AG & TURF POWER SERVICE 
Grimsby - 905-945-4848

ARMSTRONG MOTORS
St. Marys - 519-229-6233

BEN BERG FARM EQUIPMENT 
Wainfleet   905-899-3405

BLUE SKY MARINE
New Hamburg - 519-662-1461

BRIAN’S SERVICE CENTRE
Hensall - 519-262-3634

E&F SAUDER SALES & SERVICE
Wallenstein - 519-669-2192

ED STEWARTS GARAGE & EQUIPMENT
Erin - 519-833-9616

FARM POWER EQUIPMENT
Delhi - 519-582-3800

KINGDEM TRAILER & MOTOR SPORTS 
Flamborough - 905-627-0100

MCINTOSH MOTORS
Stirling - 613-395-3757

NORTH WELLINGTON CO-OP 
Durham  519-369-2415
Hanover 519-364-4777

Harriston  519-338-2331
Mt. Forest 519-323-1271
PARTNER AG SERVICES

Tara - 519-934-2343

PROFOTA’S FARM EQUIPMENT
Chatham 519-354-5100

RIVERSIDE POWER EQUIPMENT
Listowel   519-418-3126

GRAVITY BOX TARP KITS
Made using “Galvanized” 
steel tubing and aluminum 

hoods, a waterproof covering, 
giving increased value. 

END DUMP HWY. 
TRAILERS We cover any end 

dump hwy. trailer in any roll system 
you prefer. Front or back, hand 
crank or electric motor. New or 

replacement tarps.

MESH TARPS 
Front to back cable, aggregate 
special. Fully reinforced vinyl 

bow pockets.

UTILITY TRAILER COVERS
To suit your needs. Eg. Hunters 
Trailer with windows to see out 

and waterproof.

GALVANIZED UTILITY 
TRAILERS IN STOCK

5x8 = $1865
5x10 = $1995

HIGH DUMP LIFT GATE 
TRAILERS 

Can be covered using electric 
or manual roll tarps. Easily 

removed if required. 

GRAIN  BUGGY TARP SYSTEMS
Return lock style with support tubes built into the tarp. 

Simple, fast, reliable coverings.  

ON SALE

http://www.tiesmatarps.on.ca/
http://www.husqvarna.com/ca/en/home
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DAN R. EQUIPMENT
Gananoque, Plantagenet, 

Winchester

HAWLEY’S GARAGE
Belleville

HYDE BROTHERS FARM 
EQUIPMENT

Hensall

MAPLE LANE FARM SERVICE
Mount Forest

MCKEOWN MOTOR SALES
Springbrook

SHANTZ FARM EQUIPMENT
Alma 

Innovation 
“Innovation is a creativity with a job to do.”
 - John Emmering

Our innovative line of products has helped 
farmers everywhere increase their yields 
through proper seedbed preparation, nutrient 
application, and seed placement.

You’ve got a job to do... We’ve got the innovative tools you need!

See your local
Great Plains

Dealer today!

 DeBoer’s Farm Equipment
Elora 519-846-5388

www.deboersequipment.com

Minto Ag
Harriston 519-338-5751
www.mintoag.ca

 
Oneida New Holland
Caledonia 905-765-5011

www.oneidanewholland.com

 
Weagant Farm

Winchester 613-774-2887
www.weagantfarm.com

TILLAGE

PLANTERS DRILLNUTRIENT APPLICATION
www.GreatPlainsAg.com

http://www.deboersequipment.com/
http://www.mintoag.ca/
http://www.oneidanewholland.com/
http://www.weagantfarm.com/
http://www.greatplainsag.com/
http://www.agcopartsandservice.com/
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weber’s
FARM SERVICE CORP.

•  Easy clean 
out features

•  Also available with skis

Cattleman’s Choice 
Feeder Wagon

• Different sizes and models available

Vertablend Feed Mixer

Triple Crown Horse Feeder Triple Crown “JR” Horse Feeder
Live Stock Shelters

DELIVERY AVAILABLE 1-800-825-4961 Napanee Area Rep: Bob Clancey (613) 378-2552    

1769 Listowel Rd. R.R.#4  •  Elmira, ON  N3B 2Z3  •  P: 519-669-8884  •  weberfarmserv@hotmail.com   

• Extra heavy duty head gate
•  Pull back gates push back on animals 

shoulders to secure it. 
• Will handle any size cattle

Matador Squeeze Chute

•  Heavy duty automatic headgate
• Exceptional leg control
• Bi-fold side opening

“Dr Hoof”  Trimming Crate

NEW 

For small square balesFor large square or round bales

mailto:weberfarmserv@hotmail.com
http://www.agdealer.com/display.cfm?path=/webersfarmservice
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My name’s Andre Ouimet. My grandpa was 
an apple farmer. One season he had a bad 
harvest. The bank he was loyal to for years 
turned its back on him. He lost the farm and 
moved our family to the city. To this day, my 
dad still chokes up as he tells the story of 
how the bank seized our ancestral home. 
I know how hard farmers work. I know 
how hard my grandpa worked. It was NOT 
his fault. He needed a temporary helping 
hand and no one was there to help him. 
Because of my family history, I wanted to 
do something to help farmers, so I became 
a licensed Mortgage Agent with EXPERT 
MORTGAGE. Now I can help farmers 
ACROSS ONTARIO better than the banks 
can because I don’t follow BANK RULES. I 
specialize in agricultural lending. With over 
200 private lenders to back me up, I SET 
THE RULES! 

I HELP FARMERS GET FARM LOANS

Even if you have BAD CREDIT & NO PROOF OF INCOME, I can still help you

FARMOWNERS! Call NOW for FAST, EASY CASH!

Most banks underwrite loans using standard commercial lending 
guidelines that don’t make any sense for farms. Coming from a 

farm family, I understand the farming community.

Many provide 1st, 2nd and 3rd mortgages even with:

THIS LOW?

Call me 7 DAYS A WEEK for  

Toll Free Across Ontario 
1-888-982-7954 
Andre Ouimet - Mortgage Agent 

Talk to me if you’d like to...
• Buy more land or new equipment
• Repair or construct new buildings

• Buy quota

• Up to 80% of FULL farm value
• Up to 30 year amortization
• Operating lines of credit

CALL ME EVEN IF EVERYONE ELSE HAS SAID NO!
With over 200 lenders at my disposal I can get you a mortgage even with...

I REPRESENT OVER 200 LENDERS 

• Horrible Credit
• Bankruptcy
• Unemployed
• Mortgage Arrears

• Property Tax Arrears
• Power of Sale
• Self-Employed
• Pension & Disability

Mortgage Monthly Bi-weekly 
Amount Payment Payments

Licence # 12079

Rates as  
of December, 
2016, OAC

$200,000 $922.95 $425.98
$250,000 $1,153.69 $532.48
$300,000 $1,384.43 $638.97
$350,000 $1,615.16 $745.47
$400,000 $1,845.90 $851.96
$500,000 $2,307.38 $1,064.95
$600,000 $2,768.85 $1,277.94
$700,000 $3,230.33 $1,490.93
$800,000 $3,691.80 $1,703.92

$1,000,000 $4,614.75 $2,129.90

CALL ANDRE NOW 
to put your mind 

at ease
Send me a question online at www.iHelpFarmers.ca or 
email me at andre.ouimet@expertmortgagebroker.ca

• Bad credit
• Power of sale
• Tax arrears

• Mortgage arrears

http://www.ihelpfarmers.ca/
mailto:andre.ouimet@expertmortgagebroker.ca
http://www.expertmortgagebroker.ca/
http://www.marcrestmfg.com/en/
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www.premierpowerprojects.ca
info@premierpowerprojects.ca 226-444-9585
ANYWHERE IN ONTARIO
NO PROJECT TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL

Making Solar
Make Sense

100% FINANCING AVAILABLE
TURN-KEY INSTALLATIONS
FREE ESTIMATES
IS RIGHT FOR YOU
SOLAR NET METERING
TO FIND OUT IF
CONTACT US TODAY
CONTROL?
COSTS GETTING OUT OF
ELECTRICITY

T
H
EMARKET

WHERE BUYERS & SELLERS CONNECT

It’s Where 
the Deals Are!

The Market • 1-888-248-4893 x256
THE BUYER’S GUIDE FOR THE BUSINESS FARMER 

Better Farming August/September 2014 5666 Better Farming October 2016

TheMarket_AN_Oct16.indd   56 2016-09-13   7:29 AM

2479 Main Street  •  PO Box 129 Lambeth Station  
London, Ontario  •  N6P 1P9
P: 519-203-CORN (2676)  •  F: 519-203-6626
www.dedellseeds.comDe Dell Seeds

Watch your profits grow with a  

Non-GMO crop! 
Premiums being paid for  

Non-GMO corn.

The Leaders in Non-GMO Technology

http://www.dedellseeds.com/
http://www.dedellseeds.com/
http://www.wecover.net/
http://www.linwoodcorp.com/
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The Best Price, The Best Readership, The Best Value! Better Farm
ing! • Call 519-848-1112 to place your $1 per w

ord ad!

40th Anniversary 

exceptional products

& service 

EasyLift2.indd   1 3/22/14   10:15:45 PM
POWERLIFTHYDRAULIC DOORS

The SUPERIOR quality hydraulic door ... since 1992

We work with you every step of the way 
to build, deliver and install your new 

Powerlift door!

POWERLIFT DOORS OF ONTARIO
519-871-7368

WWW.POWERLIFTDOORS.COM

Safe, Strong, Zero Maintenance!

PowerliftDoors_CL_SK_#1.indd   5 2013-10-30   2:25 PM

Davon_YY_May'13.indd   1 5/3/13   12:59:50 PM

AWF_YY_Apr'14.indd   1 3/5/14   10:25:34 PM

* GPS 
* Plastic 

* Clay 
* Cement

* 2013 Bron 
Plow 

* Surveys 
* Maps 

519-595-4545
Newton, Ont.Since 1968

Kuepfer_YY_Mar'14  1/31/14  4:19 PM  Page 1

Schmidt’s Farm Drainage
1990 Ltd. Harrision

Specializing in Farm 
Drainage, Backhoeing & 

Excavating, GPS includes: 
mapping grade control

& surveying
GPS Grade Control

Tel: 519-338-3484 • Cell: 519-323-6335

SchmidtsDrainage_CC_May.indd   1 2016-03-31   5:25 PMMARQUARDT
FARM DRAINAGE LTD.

Established 1968

We provide: ● Free estimates  ● Competitive pricing 
● Personal Service ● GPS mapping & guidance ● Excavator 

& backhoe work  ● Drainage knowledge & expertise
48 years of experience in providing professionally designed 

& installed drainage systems

Toll Free: 1-800-534-0393 
Steve Cronsberry (Owner)

Offi ce: 519-343-3233 Home: 519-338-2373

Marquardt_YY_Dec'15.indd   1 2015-11-05   8:49 PM

Drains levelled for your convenience!

2 work 
crews

MartinDrainage_YY_Mar'14.indd   1 2/4/14   10:59:56 AM

Peter Neill
Water Management Systems Inc.

Specializing in Agricultural Drainage

613 623 8802
Arnprior, Ontario

pneillwms@gozoom.ca

Neil_Drainage_YY_June'14.indd   1 5/2/14   12:47:54 AM

WEIGEL DRAINAGE LTD.
●  Increase your yields for the same inputs ● Improve soil health 

● Control nutrient run-off ● Reduce compaction

Specializing in Farm Drainage & Erosion Control Systems

Brent: 519-367-2000 (offi ce) 519-502-8216 (cell)
www.weigeldrainage.com

Follow us on Twitter @WeigelDrainage

Weigel_YY_Mar'16.indd   1 2016-02-04   12:15 PM
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MATT WILLIAMS 
LISTOWEL

519-291-0767
1-800-565-6478

williamsdrainage@xplornet.com

Peter Neill
Water Management Systems Inc.

Specializing in Agricultural Drainage

613 623 8802
Arnprior, Ontario

pneillwms@gozoom.ca

Neil_Drainage_YY_June'14.indd   1 5/2/14   12:47:54 AM

AWF Contractors, Ltd., Elmira, ON
Ph: 519-669-2256 or 519-669-4253 (Res)

Drain your Farm Before it Drains You
Free

Estimates

A.G. HAYTER CONTRACTING LTD.
519-238-2313

70098 Grand Bend Line, Parkhill

Glenn Hayter
519-808-6115 

Grant Hayter
519-238-2313

Allen Hayter
519-238-2313

DRAINAGE PROFESSIONALS SINCE 1967

Your GPS equipped Farm Drainage Contractor.
Serving the Temiskaming Region

Steve Frey  705 563 2071 
or cell 705 650 2365

● GPS & Laser Machine Control
● GPS Drawings for Drainage Systems
● Erosion Control/Shoreline Protection
● Land Clearing ● Site Preparation
● Excavating/Bulldozing/Grading

613-388-2345
www.richmondditching.on.ca 
herman@richmondditching.on.ca

Farm Drainage Specialists

● Erosion Control Contractors
● GPS Surveying
● Aerial Photos Available
● Septic Systems
● Excavator/Backhoe
● Drain Repairs

Serving Perth, Huron, Middlesex, Lambton, 
Bruce Counties for over 40 years

parkerandparker.ca
wcook@hay.net

519-236-7390

TILE DRAINAGESchmidt’s Farm Drainage
1990 Ltd. Harrision

Specializing in Farm Drainage, Backhoeing
& Excavating, GPS includes: mapping

grade control & surveying

GPS Grade Control
Tel: 519-338-3464
Cell: 519-323-6335

Bruce Laidlaw
519-647-2377
Donald Laidlaw
519-647-3353

WEIGEL DRAINAGE LTD.
●  Increase your yields for the same inputs ● Improve soil health 

● Control nutrient run-off ● Reduce compaction

Specializing in Farm Drainage & Erosion Control Systems

Brent: 519-367-2000 (offi ce) 519-502-8216 (cell) Mildmay
www.weigeldrainage.com

Follow us on Twitter @WeigelDrainage

BARN DEMOLITION
S&J BARN DEMOLITION - We pay the most 
cash to remove your old barn. Fully insured. 
WSIB. 1-800-291-BARN or 1-519-800-3681.  
canadianantiquelumber@outlook.com

DRAINAGE

CAB CAM CAMERAS
CAB CAM CAMERAS - Observation sys-
tems, wired & wireless, accessories & expan-
sion kits. Unlimited applications. Top qual-
ity. Savings! Our 43rd year. Call 1-800-481-1353  
www.diamondfarmtractorparts.com

CONSTRUCTION
ASB INC. AG BUILDER - Drivesheds, additions, 
renovations, dairy, equine, poultry. Dependable. 
Experienced. Serving Southwestern & Southcen-
tral Ontario. Free Estimates. 519-424-3348. Cell 
519-532-4760 john@asbinc.ca  www.asbinc.ca

WE POUR: liquid manure tanks, bunker silos, 
foundations & pads. All are 100% Engineered. 
Serving Ontario since 1968. De Jong & Sons Ltd. 
519-348-0523.

EQUIPMENT

We do sell all types of feeding storage, milling, mixing & deliver equipment. We are able to 

upgrade all existing Liquid & Dry feeding systems with the newest in today technology

replacement your old wore out flooring systems in your nursery, grower, finisher & sows barns 

we build custom rigid augers galvanized or stainless steel, stainless steel boots, hoppers and 

unloaders, flex augers, rescue decks & patented bowls, plastic penning & all supporting posts 

and hardware. we have a complete JOB SHOP to complete the most complicated of tasks, CNC 

Laser & Water jet cutting, sheering and break forming, lathe, milling, grinding, welding 

aluminum, stainless, cast iron , mild steel. We have been in business for over 20 years 

supporting the needs of our clients in this vast ever changing world.

VENTILATION SYSTEMS BY

A DIVISION OF DWYER MANUFACTURING LTD.

DWYER

MANUFACTURING LTD.

1800 323 3405

MANUFACTURING LTD.

 

STAINLESS STEEL HAMMER MILL

         240 Volt Single Phase, 7.5HP, 10HP & 12.5HP 

                             208, 460 & 575 Volt 3 Phase, 7.5HP up to 30HP

      Available in :

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAINLESS STEEL HAMMER MILL

from $2995

Dwyer_CC_Sept16.indd   1 2016-08-10   4:28 PM

BOOKING DEADLINE REMINDER

December 1st for January
$20 Minimum - $1 per word

Call Jeff McKee At 519-848-1112

 Handles all crops with 
power and efficiency

 FERTILIZER & CROP TRANSPORT AUGER
•  Sturdy removable plastic hopper fi ts

under standard hopper wagons
•  Hydraulic top drive
•  3-stage telescopic down

spout — adds to your
fi lling convenience

•  Easy to tow

 UTILITY AUGERS
 Available in
3 1/2, 4, 5, 6 and
8 diameters

under standard hopper wagons
Hydraulic top drive
3-stage telescopic down
spout — adds to your
fi lling convenience
Easy to tow

 UTILITY AUGERS
 Available in

, 4, 5, 6 and
8 diameters

                           6 Models 
CTA 6” x 21’
CTA 6” x 26’ 
CTA 6” x 31’

 CTA 8” x 21’
CTA 8” x 26’ 
CTA 8” x 31’

 866-638-2104

Weberway_AN_May13.indd   1 13-04-08   1:54 PM

100 acre farm with 20 acres licensed unopened gravel pit north west of 
Listowel. No extraction to date. Documents include: petrograph analysis & 
test hole results. License available and purchased separately. Paved road.

92 acres workable, shop 32’ X 36’ heated & services. 4 bedroom, 
2 bathroom house, 29’ X 39’. Detached garage. $1,999,900

http://www.shivvers.com/
http://www.agdealer.com/display.cfm?path=/weberway


The Best Price, The Best Readership, The Best Value! Better Farm
ing! • Call 519-848-1112 to place your $1 per w

ord ad!

40th Anniversary 

exceptional products

& service 

EasyLift2.indd   1 3/22/14   10:15:45 PM
POWERLIFTHYDRAULIC DOORS

The SUPERIOR quality hydraulic door ... since 1992

We work with you every step of the way 
to build, deliver and install your new 

Powerlift door!

POWERLIFT DOORS OF ONTARIO
519-871-7368

WWW.POWERLIFTDOORS.COM

Safe, Strong, Zero Maintenance!

PowerliftDoors_CL_SK_#1.indd   5 2013-10-30   2:25 PM

Davon_YY_May'13.indd   1 5/3/13   12:59:50 PM

AWF_YY_Apr'14.indd   1 3/5/14   10:25:34 PM

* GPS 
* Plastic 

* Clay 
* Cement

* 2013 Bron 
Plow 

* Surveys 
* Maps 

519-595-4545
Newton, Ont.Since 1968

Kuepfer_YY_Mar'14  1/31/14  4:19 PM  Page 1

Schmidt’s Farm Drainage
1990 Ltd. Harrision

Specializing in Farm 
Drainage, Backhoeing & 

Excavating, GPS includes: 
mapping grade control

& surveying
GPS Grade Control

Tel: 519-338-3484 • Cell: 519-323-6335

SchmidtsDrainage_CC_May.indd   1 2016-03-31   5:25 PMMARQUARDT
FARM DRAINAGE LTD.

Established 1968

We provide: ● Free estimates  ● Competitive pricing 
● Personal Service ● GPS mapping & guidance ● Excavator 

& backhoe work  ● Drainage knowledge & expertise
48 years of experience in providing professionally designed 

& installed drainage systems

Toll Free: 1-800-534-0393 
Steve Cronsberry (Owner)

Offi ce: 519-343-3233 Home: 519-338-2373

Marquardt_YY_Dec'15.indd   1 2015-11-05   8:49 PM

Drains levelled for your convenience!

2 work 
crews

MartinDrainage_YY_Mar'14.indd   1 2/4/14   10:59:56 AM

Peter Neill
Water Management Systems Inc.

Specializing in Agricultural Drainage

613 623 8802
Arnprior, Ontario

pneillwms@gozoom.ca

Neil_Drainage_YY_June'14.indd   1 5/2/14   12:47:54 AM

WEIGEL DRAINAGE LTD.
●  Increase your yields for the same inputs ● Improve soil health 

● Control nutrient run-off ● Reduce compaction

Specializing in Farm Drainage & Erosion Control Systems

Brent: 519-367-2000 (offi ce) 519-502-8216 (cell)
www.weigeldrainage.com

Follow us on Twitter @WeigelDrainage

Weigel_YY_Mar'16.indd   1 2016-02-04   12:15 PM
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MATT WILLIAMS 
LISTOWEL

519-291-0767
1-800-565-6478

williamsdrainage@xplornet.com

Peter Neill
Water Management Systems Inc.

Specializing in Agricultural Drainage

613 623 8802
Arnprior, Ontario

pneillwms@gozoom.ca
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AWF Contractors, Ltd., Elmira, ON
Ph: 519-669-2256 or 519-669-4253 (Res)

Drain your Farm Before it Drains You
Free

Estimates

A.G. HAYTER CONTRACTING LTD.
519-238-2313

70098 Grand Bend Line, Parkhill

Glenn Hayter
519-808-6115 

Grant Hayter
519-238-2313

Allen Hayter
519-238-2313

DRAINAGE PROFESSIONALS SINCE 1967

Your GPS equipped Farm Drainage Contractor.
Serving the Temiskaming Region

Steve Frey  705 563 2071 
or cell 705 650 2365

● GPS & Laser Machine Control
● GPS Drawings for Drainage Systems
● Erosion Control/Shoreline Protection
● Land Clearing ● Site Preparation
● Excavating/Bulldozing/Grading

613-388-2345
www.richmondditching.on.ca 
herman@richmondditching.on.ca

Farm Drainage Specialists

● Erosion Control Contractors
● GPS Surveying
● Aerial Photos Available
● Septic Systems
● Excavator/Backhoe
● Drain Repairs

Serving Perth, Huron, Middlesex, Lambton, 
Bruce Counties for over 40 years

parkerandparker.ca
wcook@hay.net

519-236-7390

TILE DRAINAGESchmidt’s Farm Drainage
1990 Ltd. Harrision

Specializing in Farm Drainage, Backhoeing
& Excavating, GPS includes: mapping

grade control & surveying

GPS Grade Control
Tel: 519-338-3464
Cell: 519-323-6335

Bruce Laidlaw
519-647-2377
Donald Laidlaw
519-647-3353

WEIGEL DRAINAGE LTD.
●  Increase your yields for the same inputs ● Improve soil health 

● Control nutrient run-off ● Reduce compaction

Specializing in Farm Drainage & Erosion Control Systems

Brent: 519-367-2000 (offi ce) 519-502-8216 (cell) Mildmay
www.weigeldrainage.com

Follow us on Twitter @WeigelDrainage

BARN DEMOLITION
S&J BARN DEMOLITION - We pay the most 
cash to remove your old barn. Fully insured. 
WSIB. 1-800-291-BARN or 1-519-800-3681.  
canadianantiquelumber@outlook.com

DRAINAGE

CAB CAM CAMERAS
CAB CAM CAMERAS - Observation sys-
tems, wired & wireless, accessories & expan-
sion kits. Unlimited applications. Top qual-
ity. Savings! Our 43rd year. Call 1-800-481-1353  
www.diamondfarmtractorparts.com

CONSTRUCTION
ASB INC. AG BUILDER - Drivesheds, additions, 
renovations, dairy, equine, poultry. Dependable. 
Experienced. Serving Southwestern & Southcen-
tral Ontario. Free Estimates. 519-424-3348. Cell 
519-532-4760 john@asbinc.ca  www.asbinc.ca

WE POUR: liquid manure tanks, bunker silos, 
foundations & pads. All are 100% Engineered. 
Serving Ontario since 1968. De Jong & Sons Ltd. 
519-348-0523.

EQUIPMENT

We do sell all types of feeding storage, milling, mixing & deliver equipment. We are able to 

upgrade all existing Liquid & Dry feeding systems with the newest in today technology

replacement your old wore out flooring systems in your nursery, grower, finisher & sows barns 

we build custom rigid augers galvanized or stainless steel, stainless steel boots, hoppers and 

unloaders, flex augers, rescue decks & patented bowls, plastic penning & all supporting posts 

and hardware. we have a complete JOB SHOP to complete the most complicated of tasks, CNC 

Laser & Water jet cutting, sheering and break forming, lathe, milling, grinding, welding 

aluminum, stainless, cast iron , mild steel. We have been in business for over 20 years 

supporting the needs of our clients in this vast ever changing world.

VENTILATION SYSTEMS BY

A DIVISION OF DWYER MANUFACTURING LTD.

DWYER

MANUFACTURING LTD.

1800 323 3405

MANUFACTURING LTD.

 

STAINLESS STEEL HAMMER MILL

         240 Volt Single Phase, 7.5HP, 10HP & 12.5HP 

                             208, 460 & 575 Volt 3 Phase, 7.5HP up to 30HP

      Available in :

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAINLESS STEEL HAMMER MILL

from $2995
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Call Jeff McKee At 519-848-1112
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REAL ESTATE
FARM PROPERTY - Dutton/Dunwich 198ac, 
cash crop, 125ac wkbl, 70ac tiled, 55ac random 
tiled, bush. MLS589719 - $1,400,000. Appin 
50ac, modern beautiful 2-1/2 storey, 5 bdrm 
brick home. Two sheds (airplane hangers), air 
strip. MLS585615 - $775,000. Ag Listings Wanted. 
Call FRED BORK, Royal LePage Triland Realty  
519-205-BORK (2675) fredbork@royallepage.ca  
www.borkrealestate.com Helping you is what we 
do!!!

EMBRO: 5000sq/ft Agri-business, Country feed 
store with Card Lock Fuel supply depot. $320,000. 
DUTTON: 48 acres, sys/tiled drained farm with 4 
bdrm home & barn with horse stalls. $479,500. 
SCOTLAND: 72ac farm, modern 4+bdrm home 
& shop. $1.139m Sold. NORWICH: 4 acres, good 
2 storey 3+ bdrm home & farm outbuildings 
$489,500. PARIS: Excellent 50ac 47stall horse 
farm with ranch home, $1.395m BRANT: 62ac, 
with horse barn & shed, $549,000. WANTED: 
Farms in Oxford, Brant, Elgin or Middlesex. Call 
Alister MacLean, Salesperson, Sutton Group 
Select Realty Brokerage. 519-860-4113.  
www.farmsales.ca 

ALDER FLATS, AB; ONE OF A KIND RANCH - 
640 acres of land, all in one block. 560 acres is 
cleared and cultivated. Every ¼ has a dugout. 
One dugout is over 40’ deep and sold about 
$30,000 worth of water in 2015. The surface 
lease revenue is $11,500 per year. The farm can 
supply enough food for 150 head of cattle. There 
are numerous outbuildings. Includes1824 sq.ft. 
home. MLS® ID#1100538. 11 QUARTERS OF 
LAND IN SENLAC, SK - 1322 acres of pasture/
improved pasture. Includes a creek that flows 
through the property. 4 spring fed dug outs with 
excellent water throughout the entire property. 
2 gas wells on the property with CNRL. Fencing 
is good and a set of steel corrals are also includ-
ed. MLS® ID#1100539. REAL ESTATE CENTRE,  
1-866-345-3414 www.farmrealestate.com 

SHANAHAN REALTY INC. - LEO SHANAHAN, 
Sales Representative, 519-849-6684, leo@sha-
nahanrealty.com  STRATHROY/LONDON area 
- dream horse/equestrian farm, 128ac, fantastic 
brick ranch, 3300 sq ft, 3+2 bdrms, plus huge 
guest house, observe horses in several pastures, 
pool, several horse barns, indoor riding arena, 
all buildings 10 years or newer, so much more! 
Email for details & pictures. THEDFORD area - 
22ac horse/cash crop farm with fully renovated, 
like new, spacious 3 bdrm century farm house, 
attached garage, workshop, 5 min to Lake Huron 
and 7 golf courses, private setting. WATFORD 
area – 100ac, 4650 fat hog operation with on go-
ing contract, excellent 5 bdrm. House, modern 
barns, tiled loam soil, feed mill, grain storage with 
leg, turn key operation. SHETLAND area – 100ac, 
70ac wkbl, house, barn, drive shed, quanset barn, 
level, fertile soil, race horse exercise oval track, 
stalls, woodlot. BAYFIELD 167ac, river frontage, 
good fishing, mainly woodlot, potential building 
site, camping. WATFORD - 50ac, clay loam soil, 
fertile. We have others! Please call for details! 
Two property sales pending this month! We 
need your listing! Your’s can be sold also! Call 
me today!

 ▶Seamless Eavestroughing
 ▶Roofs & Walls
 ▶Elevator Legs
 ▶Air Blasting
 ▶Pressure Washing
 ▶ Fully Insured
 ▶ Free Estimates

888-253-3756  www.barnpainting.ca

SuperiorBarnPainting_CL_SK_Apr15.indd   1 2015-03-09   9:02 AM

Specializing in on Farm Pest 
Management Serving

Southwestern On,
Golden Horseshoe, GTA

Email: sgschris@ciaccess.com
519-692-4232 

www.sgspestmanagement.ca

SGS_CC_Class_May15.indd   1 2015-04-11   8:51 AM

End Greasing Frustration
Grease goes in

not on, the machine!

Order Online
www.locknlube.com

(603) 795-2298

LockNLube_CC_CL_JJ16.indd   1 2016-05-05   5:31 PM

519-440-8602 • roberthulley@realtyexecutives.com

Experienced in all types of 
farming & farm sales!

ROBERT HULLEY
Sales Representative

Call now to explore your buying/selling options.

RobertHulley_CC_Sept16.indd   1 2016-08-08   2:52 PM

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

FLAG POLES & FLAGS
FLAGPOLES & FLAGS - Ontario Flag & Pole special-
izing in “Titan” telescopic flagpoles & all your flag 
needs including custom flags. 1-888-596-0040  
www.ontarioflagandpole.com. 

HAY & STRAW
HAY & STRAW -  Top quality hay and also hay with 
low potassium. All prices quoted. Delivered. Call 
Paul at Deer-Run Farms 519-848-3442.

GEOSCIENCE
PAINTING

LIVESTOCK – BEEF
PERFORMANCE TESTED BULLS - Red and Black 
Angus and Charolais. Cadillac Stock Farms, 
Matheson 705-266-4460. 

LIVESTOCK – POULTRY
PULLETS - ready to lay, new and used equipment, 
etc. No order too small. Pullets Plus Inc., RR 4, El-
mira. clarence@pulletsplus.com  519-669-2225.

MANURE STORAGE
CRONIN POURED CONCRETE LTD - Since 1976. 
Liquid manure tanks to 200’. Heights of 8’-14’ (1-
pour). All jobs engineered specifications/inspec-
tions - guaranteed. BEST firm quote in Ontario. 
Mark Cronin, 519-348-9062. Cell 519-274-5000.

NURSERIES
NUT TREES -  Profitable hazelnuts, grafted heart-
nuts, sweet chestnuts, plus 12 other kinds for 
orchard or woodlot. Catalogue: www.Grimonut.
com or write Grimo Nut Nursery, 979 Lakeshore 
Rd, RR3, Niagara-On-The-Lake, ON  L0S 1J0.  
905-934-6887.

NUT TREES -  English walnuts, sweet chestnuts, 
Hazelnuts, Heartnut, Edible nut pines (12 vari-
eties), 15 other varieties. Valuable woods. 40+ 
yrs experience. Catalogue www.nuttrees.com. 
Rhora’s Nut Farm & Nursery, 33083 Wills Rd., RR1, 
Wainfleet, L0S1V0  905-899-3508.

NURSERIES – FRUIT TREES
BARE ROOT FRUIT TREES for your orchard or 
backyard.   Many varieties suitable for organic 
production and hard cider.  Call 519-804-6060 or 
visit www.silvercreeknursery.ca and request your 
free catalogue today. 

PARTS & ACCESSORIES
BYERS TRACTOR SUPPLY - New & used trac-
tor parts. All makes & models. 1-800-510-5505 
or 613-448-3015. Open: Mon-Thur 8-5, Fri 8-4. 
Closed Sat/Sun.

NEW TRACTOR PARTS - Specializing in en-
gine rebuild kits. Thousands of other parts. 
Service manuals & decal sets. Our 43rd year!   
www.diamondfarmtractorparts.com 1-800-481-1353

TEESWATER AGRO PARTS - USED PARTS - Look-
ing for a used part for your tractor or agricul-
tural equipment?  We have wrecked over 1000 
units in many makes and models. @ 519-392-
6111 or email: parts@wightman.ca  Website:   
www.teeswateragroparts.ca

PEST CONTROL
RATS! MORE RULE CHANGES! - SGS Pest 
Management agricultural pest control spe-
cialists. Service & supplies. 1-800-736-9747  
www.sgspestmanagement.ca 

LAND CLEARING

EQUIPMENT

Automatic
PTO Roller Mills

Midwest Farm Systems Inc.  •  519-656-2352
calvin@mwisilo.com  •  www.mwisilo.com

Auger & blower discharge 
with capacities from 40 -120 tonnes/hr.

›› Buy • Sell • Rent • Service ‹‹

MWI_BWInch_SK_Mar15.indd   1 2015-02-03   9:52 AM
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The Best Price, The Best Readership, The Best Value! Better Farm
ing! • Call 519-848-1112 to place your $1 per w

ord ad!
LUCAN/CENTRALIA: - 327ac on 2 paved roads 
w/316ac wkbl, systematically tiled. GRAND 
BEND: 135ac w/95ac wkbl, sys. tiled. font 35ac 
every 25’, 60ac tiled every 33’. PORT ROWAN: 
Turkey breeder operation with contract, single 
storey breeder barn 5,000 bird capacity, auto 
egg gathering, newer tom barn 500 bird ca-
pacity. Beautiful 5 bedroom brick bungalow. 
HALDIMAND COUNTY: 48ac milking goat 
farm, milking 330 goats w/double 24 parlour. 
Can expand to 480 milking goats. 3-bdrm vi-
nyl sided house, all buildings new since 2000. 
DELHI: two storey hen barn approx 5000 hen 
capacity, 3-storey tom barn. Rental home 1.5 
storey, 3 bdrm, 2 bath. GODERICH/AUBURN: 
75ac Hog Farm w/4 bedroom home, 36x40 barn, 
84x40 barn on slates w/capacity for 600 finish 
hogs, 42x100 Coverall, 50ac zoned aggregate. 
Ayr: 300ac dairy, free stall barn, double 10 par-
allel parlour, 153 quota included, classic stone 
home. Bright: cash crop, 200ac w/157 wkbl, well 
kept house & shed w/long term tenants, gas 
well for added income. BRUCEFIELD: 100ac 
crop farm, 75wkbl & random tiled. John Jantzi 
and Kevin Williams and Theo Bales, Re/Max 
a-b Realty Ltd. 519-273-2821, Stratford, ON.  
www.ontariofarmsales.ca

LOOKING FOR LARGE ACREAGES. DISCUS-
SIONS HELD IN STRICT CONFIDENCE. 700 
ACRES CHATHAM-KENT Bare land, south of 
401 hwy. All tiled. Call for details. 198.54 ACRES 
BRUCE COUNTY Bare land. 154 wkbl & possibil-
ity of clearing more acreage. $1,410,000 - UNDER 
CONTRACT - ROTATIONAL CATTLE GRAZING 
OPERATION 68.92 acres, river frontage, munici-
pal water, beautiful restored home with addition, 
30 min NW of London. $1,150,000 ERIE SHORE 
VINEYARD Award Winning, well run, efficient 
vineyard & winery on 37ac w/30 acres in vine-
yard. By the shores of Lake Erie in the town of 
Harrow. Family owned & operated since 2002. 
House, buildings, winery & winery pavilion. Call 
for complete package. $2,900,000 Connecting 
Progressive farm operators with Bonnefield, 
Canada’s largest farmland investment manager 
& property management firm, dedicated to pre-
serving “Farmland for farming”, Bonnefield & its 
farmland funds are 100% Canadian owned & con-
trolled. Call for details. PHILIP CHABOT, broker, 
519-495-7117. JOANNE BAINES, sales rep, 519-
670-2660 Sutton Group-Select Realty Inc. visit 
us at: www.JustFarms.ca 

EASTERN ONTARIO INVESTMENT OPPORTU-
NITY - 2980ac wkbl, lease back to present owner, 
call for price. Huron County 530ac, 477 wkbl, call 
for price. Steven Michie, Royal LePage RCR Re-
alty, smichie@royallepage.ca, www.ontarioag-
realtor.com 519-357-6370.

101 ACRES INNISFIL – 94ac wkbl, just outside of 
Innisfil, 2-storey home, 3-car garage, bank barn 
(25x60), ride arena (60x120) - $3,300,000. Call 
Danny Kanyo for details 905-806-7568 or office 
1-888-833-7133.

TRAVEL
AG-VENTURE TOURS Tour Israel’s advanced agri-
culture in March 2017. Customized group tours 
arranged. email: bobmargethomas@gmail.com 
Phone: 519-633-2390. RW Thomas Inc. www.
rwthomastours.com

RURAL & CULTURAL TOURS 2017/2018 South 
America, Kenya, Tanzania, India, Vietnam, Cam-
bodia, Thailand, Romania, Hungary, Iceland, 
Greenland, Baltic Cruise, Northwest Territories, 
Yukon, Alberta, Alaska, Australia, New Zealand. 
For details: 1-800-661-4326 www.selectholidays.
com email: emails@selectholidays.com

WOODLOTS
ALL STANDING TIMBER quality selective cut-
ting, free quotes, guaranteed workmanship & 
payment before harvesting. Joe Lucan, Langton 
Timber Harvesting. 519-847-5710.

STANDING TIMBER hardwood and softwoods. 
Quality workmanship guaranteed. B. Kropf For-
estry Service Ltd., Bruce Kropf, RR 1, Shakespeare, 
ON, N0B 2P0. 519-748-7422.

SAWMILLS FROM ONLY $4,397 MAKE MONEY & 
SAVE MONEY with your own bandmill - Cut lum-
ber any dimension. In stock ready to ship. FREE 
Info & DVD: www.NorwoodSawmills.com/432 
1-800-566-6899 #432

SAWMILLS Canadian made, quality SMG porta-
ble sawmills, many models to choose from, start-
ing at $4,895 including freight; available at Clark 
Code Repairs, 905 Sanderson Road; Oxford Mills, 
ON (613) 258-3829; stop in for a demo.

www.pjcanada.com  
1-866-822-9662

PJ Trailers May  11/30/09  10:42 AM  Page 1

SHOP HEATING
USED OIL FURNACES & BOILERS - Clean burn 
‘used oil’ furnaces & boilers. Free heat for shops & 
garages. 9 models available. Call 1-800-824-4115 
Web:  www.deonsupply.com 

SILOS BINS
REPAIRS - Silo wall and barn wall repairs with 
gunnite, not plaster. Also silo doors, roofs, 
chutes, pipes, safety cages. Kitchener Silo  
1-800-567-SILO(7456).

STORAGE TANKS
USED STORAGE TANKS: - Steel & fiberglass. 
Vertical & horizontal, cone bottoms. 500 gal-
lons to 25,000 gallons. De Jong & Sons Ltd.  
519-348-0523.

TREE TRANSPLANTING
TRANSPLANTING TREES up to 10” trunk diam-
eter w/10,000 lb. root ball. 44”, 80”, 90” & 100” tree 
spades. Transplant on your property or we have 
100ac. of trees up to 25’ tall for sale. BOTANIX 
OXFORD INSTA-SHADE, Burgessville. 1-800-387-
0246. Jan Veldhuizen. Email: jan@oxfordinsta-
shade.com  www.oxfordinstashade.com 

WOOD HEATING
CENTRAL BOILER OUTDOOR FURNACES Ask us 
about the “WINTER REBATE with savings up to 
$800”. Call for more information. Wood Heat So-
lutions, Frankford & Bancroft locations 613-398-
1611 www.chesher.ca 

TRAILERS

Danny
Kanyo

Sales Representative

Real Farm Experience

“Growers helping Growers”    1.888.833.7133
Laceby Real Estate, Brokerage

LacebyRealestate_CC_Class_Dec15.indd   1 2016-05-13   9:59 AM

BUCK! BUCK! BUCK! 

THE BEST PRICE! THE BEST 
READERSHIP! THE BEST 

VALUE! BETTER FARMING!
WHY SHOULD I PLACE MY

CLASSIFIEDS IN BETTER FARMING?

Some 90% of ag property 
operators in Ontario receive the 

magazine (OFA members)

Circulation is some 37,000
magazines

$1 per word, $20 minimum

Submit your ad to: 
je�.mckee@betterfarming.com

Tell us which months you would like to 
run. Book one month ahead. December 
1 for January, January 1 for February...

Je� McKee 519-848-1112
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In praise of Holstein
For one boy, holiday visits to the Calder farm were “like a real live Huckleberry Finn adventure.” 
by CAMPBELL CORK

It was a Christmas tradition in the 
1950s for the CN train to stop in 
the village of Holstein, Grey 

County, on its way to Durham. The 
train stopped in Holstein every day, 
but on the Christmas run a few of the 
Holstein boys would jump onto the 
engine and have a little party on the 
way to Durham and back. 
 The tracks passed right by the 
John Calder farm. John and his 
brother, Jim, were two of the regulars 
on the Christmas party run. And, as 
often as not, the train would stop to 
pick up eggs from Fern Long’s hen 
house. (Fern was John’s live-in 
housekeeper.) 

Herb Marsden worked on the 
train, and over the years he got to 
know John and Fern quite well. One 
time, John and Fern suggested that 
Herb’s son, Tom, might like to come 
to the Calder farm for a visit.

What followed was an experience 
of a lifetime for Tom, who grew up to 
become an airline pilot in Australia. 
He never forgot the Calders nor those 
happy-go-lucky holidays in Holstein. 
Years later he wrote a letter describing 
just why Holstein and the Calder 
farm were so special.

“For me, it was like a real live 
Huckleberry Finn adventure,” he says 
in the letter. “From the age of seven 
to 16, I would be there for every 
holiday. Sometimes even being 
dropped off by train in Calder’s back 
yard, so to speak, for the train line 
ran right through the Calder farm 
property. It became my second home 
along with having a second set of 
parents.

“My father said to many of his 
friends, ‘The making of Tom was the 
time he spent in Holstein with John 
and Fern.’

“The various people I met shaped 
my world forever. People such as 
Elmer Ellis, for example, with no 
formal education, was the man to ask 

about what medications he would use 
if livestock was sick.

“John would say to me, ‘You can 
learn something from anyone if you 
are willing to listen.’ 

“Chats at McGuire’s feed mill, 
Phillip’s blacksmith shop, Joe’s corner 
garage, and a cool swim at the 
Holstein dam after a long day of 
haying were all part of the  
atmosphere of Holstein.

“I would spend almost every night 
sleeping outdoors with Lois and 
Murray, the children of Muriel and 
Jim Calder. Sometimes, Glen Love, a 
nephew of Fern Long, would join us 
under the stars in the two-storey tin 
trailer we made and dragged to 
various spots on the farm with the old 
Massey Ferguson 35 tractor. On one 
of our first nights with our magnifi-
cent trailer it rained heavily. We 
thought, ‘no problem!’ We had 

patched all the holes with a can of tar 
from the shed. It turned out we had 
applied some old molasses that 
looked like tar. What a mess! But we 
survived.

“Other nights we would witness 
the fake wild cat eyes that John, 
Fern and Barbara Harrison would 
cut out of old oil cans, trying to 
make our nights a little more 
exciting.

“On a cold winter’s night feeding 
the pigs, John would offer a nip of 999 
port to ‘warm up the spirit,’ as he 
would say.

 “I never saw the man get angry . . . 
Memories like these of the Calder 
farm may not seem like much, but for 
me (my time there) was a wonderful 
experience.” BF

Campbell Cork lives and writes in Mount 
Forest.

Fern Long photo

Far left, John Calder; third from left, Jim Calder, and then Herb Marsden.

Making the most of 
your OFA membership
Better Farming is your trusted source 
for insight, analysis, and investigative 
reporting on Ontario agriculture.

RATES AT A GLANCE

One-year
subscription for

non-OFA members

$41

Your OFA member
subscription
cost per year

$0

http://betterfarming.com/
http://www.ofa.on.ca/


Thanks a million
(well, 6.75 million, actually)
Our generous partners, community volunteers and supporters helped  
FCC Drive Away Hunger make a difference to Canadians for the 13th year 
in a row, collecting a record 6,751,800 meals. Our deepest thanks to all.

PLATINUM

SILVER

GOLD

NATIONAL

Conestoga Meat Packers Ltd. | Molesworth Farm Supply Ltd. 

@FCCagriculture  
#FCCDriveAwayHunger

FCC Drive Away
Hunger

In any case.

https://www.fcc-fac.ca/en/in-your-community/fcc-drive-away-hunger.html
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YOU’RE IN IT FOR THE LONG HAUL. 

BUT PULLING MORE THAN YOUR 

OWN WEIGHT MEANS YOU’RE DOING 

ALL THE HEAVY LIFTING.

WHEN YOU’RE THIS DETERMINED, 

THERE’S NO GOOD TIME

TO PACK IT IN. YOU POWER ON. 

NOTHING STOPS YOU.

WHICH IS WHY YOU

NEED A TRUCK THAT’S 

MEET THE ALL-NEW 2017 SUPER DUTY® .

FORD.CA/SUPERDUTY
Vehicle(s) may be shown with optional features. *On F-450 DRW with 6.7L-V8 diesel engine. When properly equipped with available factory-installed equipment. Class is Full-Size Heavy Duty Pickups over 8,500 
lbs. GVWR vs. 2016 competitors. **On F-350 DRW with 6.2L-V8 gas engine. When properly equipped. Class is Full-Size Heavy Duty Pickups over 8,500 lbs. GVWR vs. 2016 competitors. ***On F-250/F-350 with 
6.7L-V8 diesel engine with automatic transmission. When properly equipped. Class is Full-Size Heavy Duty Pickups over 8,500 lbs. GVWR vs. 2016 competitors. †F-Series is the best-selling line of pickup trucks in 
Canada for 50 years in a row, based on Canadian Vehicle Manufacturers’ Association statistical sales report up to 2015 year-end. ©2016 Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited. All rights reserved.

BEST-IN-CLASS 
MAX. TOWING 
32,500 LBS*

BEST-IN-CLASS 
PAYLOAD
7,630 LBS**

BEST-IN-CLASS 
440
HORSEPOWER***

BEST-IN-CLASS 
925 LB-FT 
OF TORQUE*** 

†
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